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Statement of the Pi'obi cm 
This study investigated the effect of an experi­
mental learning strategy for use in the first undergraduate 
course in analytic geometry and calculus. This strategy 
employed several features designed to raise the level of 
expectation of the student and to provide individualized 
direction and opportunity for study. To accomplish this 
investigation, two classes were taught by the same lecture- 
discussion metJiod, with the learning strategy used for one 
class and wi tii the other class as a control group.
Scope of tlie Problem 
The study was conducted at Indiana University of 
Pennsylveinia during the first eight weeks of the 1971 
spring semester. Fifty students from two sections of Mathe­
matics 157 1 Analytic Gecmetry and Calculus 1, were involved 
in the study.
Proceduies
The jji'ocodurcs developed for this learning strategy 
are intended as a supplement to regular classroom methods,
2
and not as replacement for existing methods, For this 
reason, the researcher taught both the experimental group 
and the control group, using considerable care to employ 
the same instructional methods for both groups. To 
achieve this desired goal, the same daily lesson plan was 
used for both classes. The same instructional procedures 
were used in both classes for presentation of the same 
topics on the same days. Even the same examples wore used 
for demonstrating concepts, and the same text problems 
were selected for completion by the students as homework 
assignments. The only way in which actual class instruc­
tion of the two groups differed was that ten to thirty 
minutes of c1ass time per week was used in the experimental 
group for administering a formative test. The correspond­
ing time interval in the control group was used for addi­
tional illustrative examples or for the discussion of home- 
work problems.
Description of the Eoarning Stratcgv 
The learning strategy consists of several features 
designed to : a i se the level of expectci t i on of the members 
of the experimental group and .also to provide additional 
oppor tun i t i es for learning. The several ways in whicli this 
was accomplished arc listed l)olow.
1. A special effort was made to convince tJie mem­
bers of tlie experimental group that simply 
receiving a passing grade was not an acceptable
3
goal for this course. Rather, it was pointed 
out that a high level of mastery of the con­
cepts of this first course in calculus is neces­
sary for success as a mathematics major.
Since all students in the two classes were 
mathematics majoi'S, the particular course 
under study is only one of many courses in 
mathematics which each student must complete.
In particular, two subsequent courses in 
analytic geometry and calculus are required 
as well as at Icfist one course in advanced 
calculus. Thus all students of l)oth groups 
were aware that the concepts of th i s course 
are prerequisite for several courses which follow.
2. Each student in the experimental group received 
a clear and complete list of objectives to be 
mastered in the eight-week experimental period. 
These objectives for the experimental period 
were separated into eight units of appi oxi ma tel y 
one week each. The objectives for each unit 
were distiibuted when i nsti'uc t io>i on the prior 
unit was complete.
3. Each of the two groups had four fifty-minute 
class sessions on tlie same four days of each week. 
In the class for the _expcr i menta 1 gi'oup, ten to 
thirty minutes of one cltiss period of each week wa.
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used for formative testing. These formative 
tests were brief diagnostic-progress tests, 
closely correlated with the list of course 
objectives. They were designed to determine 
both those objectives which had been mastered 
by the individual student and those which de­
manded additional attention. The results 
obtained from these formative tests were not 
used in the determination of course grades, 
and students were fully aware of this feature.
4. The results of the formative tests were used to 
provide each student of the experimental group 
with a diagnosis of liis progi'css in achieving 
mastery of the stiited objectives. Not only was 
the formative test returned to the student, but 
also a supplementary diagnostic sheet whicli 
offered specific suggestions for appropriate 
metliods and materials for further study. Aids 
which were offered included reference to appro- 
priate sections of the text, deaJiiig wi tli tlie 
development of concepts or with illustrative 
examples , reference to pj'oblcm lists from the 
text whicli are similar to the stated objectives, 
attendance at group sessions directed by a 
graduate assistant, or short conferences with 
the course instructor. Individual hein from
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the classroom instructor for members of both 
the experimental group and the control group 
was available outside of scheduled class time 
on an equal basis. An additional source of 
aid for members of both groups was a general 
weekly help session directed by students of 
the mathematics honorary fraternity, which is 
offered for students of all mathematics classes.
5 . For each of the formative tests, the researcher 
determined a particular score as the acceptable 
level of mastery for the objectives of that 
unit. This score was set at that level which 
the researchei' estimated as representative of 
grade levels of A or 13, based on past experi­
ence with similar classes in these same units.
A recommendation was given to each student 
whose score was below tliis established level
of mastery to complete a retest over these 
same objectives, aftei* first compJeti.ng the 
additional work suggested on the diagnostic 
sheet. Each student who completed this second 
attempt to achieve mastery was invited to a 
brief confei-encc witli the course instructor for 
the purpose of evaluating progress.
6. Students were not J'equired to complete the 
additional work suggested on the di agnostic
6
sheet nor were they required to complete a 
second formative test on those units where 
mastery was not indicated by the initial test. 
Rather, all additional aids were available to 
the student who wished to participate.
Collection of Data
The data for this research was collected from a 
pre-test and a post-test which were given to both groups. 
The pre-test was given to both groups during the initial 
class session. The post-test was given in two parts.
The first part of the post-test dealt with the first 
fOUI units, and was given during the fourth week of the 
experimental period. The test was given to both groups 
on the same day, but the groups were not combined. The 
second par't of the post-test was given at the end of the 
eight-week exper- i menta 1 per'iod to both groups in a com­
bined session.
An additional source of data to e\a 1 uate tliis 
expérimentai strategy fire the records which were main- 
terined Iry the r esearchcr and by the gradua t e assi stant. 
These records inciuded the number- of students wlio attended 
eacli of the special help sessions offer cd by the graduate 
assistant for- the member s of the exper-imcntal group.
Also the researcher maintained a log which indicated the 
amount of time used outside of the classroom in Ire] ping 
i rrd i v i dua 1 students f r om either of the two grorrps .
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A final source of data was an evaluation of the
experimental learning strategy by the members of the experi­
mental class.
Treatment of Data 
The comparison of the achievement of the two groups 
Was based on the data from the two-part post-test and the 
pre-test. Analysis of covariance was the statistical 
method used, employing the results of the pre-test scores 
as covariant. This method, referred to as the "nonequiva­
lent control group design," is recommended by Campbell and 
Stanley,^ when the control group and the experimental group 
do not have pre-exper imentei 1 sampling equiVcilencc .
The records maintained by the researcher and by the
graduate assistant were used to determine the time used by 
students of l!io ex])eiJ mental gi oup in directed problem ses­
sions. The additional records maintai ned by the researclier 
were used to compare the amount of time used in helping 
indi vidua1 studeni s of the two groups, outside of scheduled 
class sessions.
Questions to he Answered 
Tliis study provides answers or pai'tiiil answers to 
the questions:
1. Was the achievement of the experimental group,
^Donalfl T. Campbell and Julian C . Stanley, Exiier i - 
menial and Quas i-Exiier i men t.i L Designs for Itesecirch (Chicago 
Hand McXaliy & Comjiany, Jylij), p. 4
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in which the learning strategy was used, sig­
nificantly better than that of the control 
group, as measured by an achievement test 
given to both groups?
2. Did the individual members of the experimental 
gi'Oup take advantage of the additional learning 
opportunities provided?
3. Did the students of the experimental group seek 
more individual help from the course instruc­
tor than the students of the control group?
4. Did the students of the expeiimental group 
evaluate this learning strategy as a desirabte 
feature to bo used in this course oi' in other
Assumntions and Limitations 
One assumption which must be made is that the instru­
ment used for evaluation in this study was reasonably valid. 
Although an attempt was made to evaluate test items in 
terms of validity it is still necessary to assume the valid­
ity of this instrument.
A serious limitation of this study is that it was 
conducted at a single university and involved only two 
classes, a total of fifty students. No attempt will be 
made to extend the results of tliis study to a more general 
population. For the purpose of providing the reader with 
more inforniaiion about this study, a hi iof description of 
this university is included in a later chapter.
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND AND RELATED LITERATURE
Background of the Problem
The instructor of a typical undergraduate course
begins with a preconceived notion of the expected grade
distribution for that class. The most common grade in
this distribution will be that of "C," indicating an
acceptable grasp of concepts but not complete mastery.
This expectation may lead to loss of mot ivati on both on the
part of the instructor and the student, as well as damage
to the self-concept of the student. As stated by Bloom:
Each teacher begins a now tej-m (or course) with 
the expectation that about a third of his students 
will adequately learn what he has to teach. He 
expects about a third of his students to feiil or to 
just "get by." Finally, he expects anothei' third to 
learn a good deal of what he has to teach, but not 
enough to bo regarded as "good students." This sot 
of expectations, supported by school policies and prac­
tices on grading, becomes transm L t ted to the students 
through the grading procedures and tbrmugh the methods 
and materials of instruction. The system creates a 
sclf-fulfi] ling pi'ophecy such tliat the final sorting 
of students through the giading process becomes approx­
imately equivalent to the original expectations.^
 ̂Benjamin S. Bloom, "Learning for M.astcj'y," UCLA 
CSETP Ev.'i lu.i t i on Comment, I, No. 2 (1968), 1.
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2Carroll has attempted to develop a conceptual 
model of factors effecting success in school learning and 
of the way in which these factors interact. He suggests 
that such a model should use a small number of simplifying 
concepts, and should suggest new and interesting research 
questions as well as aid the solution of some practical 
educational problems.
The learner’s task of going from ignorance of some 
specified task or concept to knowledge or understanding of 
that concept is defined to bo a learning task. Carroll's 
completed model then specified that the learner will suc­
ceed in learning a given task to the extent that he spends 
the amount of time that ho needs to learn the task.
To explain the terms of this statement, the follow­
ing definitions are given by Carroll.
First, it should be understood the*t "spending time" 
means actually sî oncli n.g time on ilie act of learning. 
"Time" is therel'oi'o not "elcipsed time" but the time 
during which the person is oriented to the locirning 
task and actively engaged in learning. In common 
parlance, it is the time during which he is "paying 
attention" and "trying to leai’ii." Second, thei'c are 
certain factors whi ch determi no how much time the 
learner spends actively engaged in learning. Third, 
there are certain factors which determine how much 
time a person needs to spend in ordei' to learn tlie 
task. Tliese factoi's may or may not be the same as, or 
associated with, those which influence how much time lie 
spends in learning.^
The model which is presented is not descriptive of
^John H. Carroll, "A Model of School Learning," 
Teachers College Hecoid, LXIV (May, 19G3) , 723-33*
^Jhid., p. 725.
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a "learning theory," but rather is a description of the 
variables involved in the school learning process. The 
study describes this complete model as a combination of 
five elements. Three of these elements are learning vari­
ables since they are internal to the individual. The 
other two elements are external to the learner and hence 
are instructional variables.
The three learner variables are: (l)
amount of time needed to 1earn the task under optimal instruc­
tional conditions, (2) ability to understand instructions—  
assuming that the quality of instruction is anything loss 
than optimal then the learner wiJ1 need more time to accom­
pli sli the learning task, but some learners will bo more 
handicapped than otheis. The extent of this handicap is 
conceived to bo detoi'inined by the learner's ability to under­
stand instructions, (3) perso\oiancc— the amount of time that 
the learner is willing to actively engage in the learning task 
The instructional variables in this model , wliich are 
external to the individual, aie : (4) opportun itv--the time
allowed for study. Tliis factor includes both the time used 
during formal class sessions as well as directed and inforiiual 
study time, and (5 ) the qiualitv oT i ns true t i on--prcsenta- 
ti on of the learning task in such a way that the learner 
can accomplish the I a sk as rapidly and as efficiently as 
possible. 1h i s includes prescui tat ion , in words the learner 
can undei's ti»nd, of what is to be 1 eai ned and how he is to
12
learn it.
As the instructor enters the classroom for a new 
term he finds the first two internal factors already fixed, 
but the third, perseverance, will be influenced by the 
attitudes developed in the classroom. If the expectations 
of the instruetoi' are low then this may be reflected in 
this third factor. Also, the two external factors are 
directly affected by the instructor and are to a large 
extent under his control.
Under ideal circumstances it could be assumed 
that each instructor would use those classroom methods 
wh i ch he feels will provide the higliest quality of instruc­
tion for the group. Even with tliis assumption, however, 
few instructors make special efforts to give each students 
the i ndi vi dual opportunities needed f oi learning.
If appropriate opportuni tics foi' assistance could 
be provided by the instructor, and if the individual stu­
dents could be encouraged to take advantage of these oppor­
tunities, and if further, the students weie convinced that 
the objectives of the instructor were within their ability 
to a tta in , then perhaps the expectci t i ons of both student 
and instructor could be increased. The opinion of Illoom 
is that at the to]> of the aptitude scale there are one to 
five per cent who have a special talent for a subject, and 
at the bottom there is another group, probably less than 
five per cent, with special disabilities for a part i cular
13
learning. He then states:
In between are approximately 90 percent of the indi­
viduals where we believe that aptitudes are predictive 
of rate of learning rather than level (or complexity) 
of learning that is possible. Thus, we are expressing 
the view that, given sufficient time (and appropriate 
types of help), 95 percent of students (the top 5 
percent + the next 90 pei'cent) can learn a subject 
up to a high level of mastery. We are convinced that 
tlie grade of A as an index of mastery of a subject 
can, under appropriate conditions, be achieved by up 
to 95 percent of the students in a class. *
Bloom and a group of associates at the University 
of Chicago have been doing research on the variables in 
the learning situation. Efforts have been made to develop 
strategies which will make it possible for this group of 
95 per cent of the students to reach a level approaching 
mastery in the particular subject area. Expciimcnts have 
been conducted in reading at the sixth grade level, in 
matliematics at the eighth grade level, and in psychology 
and test theory at the college level. Results have indi­
cated a dismal failure in some cases and encoui'aging suc­
cesses in others. In one experiment in test theory classes 
he reports that before the exjicrimental strategy was used,
20 per cent of the students received the grade A, which 
Was fixed as the level of mastery. In the following yeai', 
when the experimental strategies were employed, 80 per 
cent of tlie students reached this same level of mastery as 
measured by parallel achievement tests. In the second year 
of 1.1)0 exper i menta 1 strategies this percent.ige was increased
/jBloom, "Learning foi Mastery," p. 3.
l4
to 90, In developing the strategies for the experimental 
methods, efforts have been made to supplement the regular 
teaching methods of the instructor but not to have the 
individual teacher change his method in the classroom.
This was done to avoid the necessity of extensive training 
of teachers and thus to develop a strategy which would 
receive widespread use.
The operating procedures developed by this group 
were designed to pi'ovide feedback to both teachers and 
students and thereby to suggest supplementary instructional 
methods as needed. The material for the course was broken 
down into small units, and these units were analyzed in 
terms of specific objectives. Ih'ief diagnostic-pi'ogress 
tests, referred to as formative tests, were then prepared 
for each unit. These tests were used to determine whether 
or not an individual student had mastered the objectives 
of a unit, and if not, the results were used to determine 
which tasks the student still had to master'.
For students who achieved mastery on these forma­
tive tests, the results assured lire student that his present 
study methods were approjrr iato, and thus redrrccd anxiety 
about achievement. When the formative test iirdicated that 
the studcirt had irot mastered all necessary objectives then 
he was given ir specific prescr iptioir of wirat he should do 
to i inpr'ove nurstei'y in these ar eas.
15
Justification of the F; oblein
5The model developed by Carroll suggests several 
■ways in which an individual instructor can strive to 
improve the learning in a particular course area. The 
res.ilts achieved by Bloom and his associates suggest that 
control of some of the variables of learning is in the 
hands of the instructor, both while planning for a par­
ticular course and while the course is in progress.
Since perseverance is one internal factor which 
can bo affected by the classroom insti'uctor then a course 
should be considered in which tlie instructor has a good 
chance to use this factor to advantage. To accomplish 
this, a course which is a prci'cquisite to several other 
required courses in the student s ' major area would be 
appropriate.
A second factoi of the model whicli does not always 
receive the attention of the classroom i nstrue toi' is the 
provision for individual opportunities for learning. Few 
instructor s provide those ind i viduali xcd learning expert - 
ences which can be designed to supplement I'egulai' class­
room work.
It would apjiear appropriate to use Cai'roll's 
model and the suggestions made by Bloom to conduct a 
study dealing with the first course in calculus which 
is required f or every mathematics ma joi . The study would
'^Carroll, "A Model of School Learning," pp. ?23-33
l6
be designed to ascertain whether an instructor could, by 
making his objectives clear and reasonable to the student, 
and by providing appropriate opportunities for learning, 
expect mastery of these objectives by the majority of that 
95 per cent referred to by Bloom.
Related Literature
The conceptual model of school learning developed
by Carroll^ was instrumental in the development of interest
in new approaches to improvement in activities used to pro-
7mote learning. The paper by Bloom then provided guides 
for experimental strategies for implementing this concep­
tual model. Both of these men have presented learning 
concepts whi c)i have led to valuable research. Those strate­
gies for ]earni ng which have utilized the worki ng model 
developed by Bloom have become known as sti'ategies for 
mastery learning.
Block^ has summar ized mucli of the beisic research 
in the area of mastery learning and in areas related to 
Carrol]'s conceptual model for school learning. This book 
by Block, enti tled }last erv Bearn i nv : Theory and I'ractice , 
consists of two major parts. Part One is a collection of 
six articles wli ich focus on the theory behind mastery
^Ibid. , ],p. 723-33.
7Bloom, "Learning for Mastoi'y," p[>. 1-11.
^James H. Block, Mast.orv Loarnln.e: 1 heory .and
Pra c t i ce (Noav' York: Holt, Rinch<»rt and Lins ton , Inc., 1971 )
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learning and some possible methods of implementing 
strategies. Part Two presents an annotated bibliography 
of research which has been accomplished in mastery learn­
ing and I'clated areas. This book is an invaluable source 
since summaries are given for many studies which are not 
readily available in published form. The information for 
many of the studies discussed in this section has been 
obtained from these summaries presented by Block.
The attempt in this study of related literature is 
to analyze the lesults of studies which pertain to elements 
of the working model of school learning as developed by 
Carroll and by Bloom. The specific elements to be studied 
are: (1) the effect of the use of objective lists which
are made available to the students, (2) the effect of 
expectation on achievement, (3) the j'elationship between 
student self-concept and achievement, (4) the use of 
tutorial help or special small group sessions, and 
(5 ) some mastery strategies w’hJ ch have been used.
Object i ves
A study by Doty^ i nvesti gaterl the relative effec­
tiveness of two teaching strategies used in a unit 
concerning industi'ial arts for seventh-grade male stu­
dents. The study included a comparison of two randomly
^Cliarles R. Doty, "The Kffect of Pi'aciico and Prior 
Knowledge of ICducatioral Objectives on Performance" (Doc­
tor.* 1 d i sscr 1 a t i on , The Ohio .State University, 1 968 ) , Pis­
ser i.i t i on Ahs ( ra < t s , 1 9G8 , XXIX, 3 O 3 9 - A .
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assigned groups, one group which had been given a list 
of objectives prior to instruction and the other group 
which did not receive this list of objectives. Both 
groups received the same classroom instruction. The 
results were that students who had prior knowledge of edu­
cational objectives scored significantly higher on the post­
test which measured achievement.
Boardman^^ conducted a study which also measured 
the value of providing students with a list of specific 
behavioral objectives prior to instruction. This study 
was conducted w i th a course in remedial chemistry. The 
analysis of results showed no significant difference in 
the cichievcment of the two groups.
In 19691 a study was conducted by Coll ins, 
on the effects of two strategies used in the teacJiiug 
of freshman college mathematics courses in modern alge­
bra and calculus. Students of the experimental groups 
were given a list of objectives as well as a daily 
prob]cm based on the objectives for the previous ses­
sion. The control gioups received tlic same classroom 
instruction with the exception of the lists of objec­
tives and the special problems. Tlie result was thcit 75
^^Borris B. Boardman, "The Effect of Students' 
Advanced KnowJofJge of Behavioral Objectives on 1 he i r 
Achievement in Bemedial Chemistry" (Doctoral dissertation, 
University of Califoi'iiia, Los Angeles, 1970), D i ssert a - 
t i on Abs ( I'a c t s , 1970, XXXl , 3 2 86-A.
Block, Mc'i story Lea r n i n g , ])p. 110-11.
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per cent of the algebra students in the experimental group 
achieved a grade level of A or B as compared to 30 per 
cent for the control group. In the calculus groups, the 
achievement at this level was 65 per cent for the experi­
mental group and 40 per cent for the control group.
These three studies indicate some conflicting 
results concerning the value of ci list of specific 
objectives made available for student use prior to instruc­
tion, The study by Collins includes the use of daily 
problems and thus the results do not apply exclusively 
to the use of objectives.
ICxpectat ion
A factor which affects the learner in a given 
situation is the perseverance of the learner. This is an 
internal factor for the student but is affected by condi­
tions which exist within the classroom and includes the 
insti'uctioiial method. One element whi ch can be considered 
as a possible source of change in the perseverance of an 
individual student is cxpectati o n , both of the teacher 
and the student. Several studies will be discussed whicli
attempt to relate expectation and achievement.
1 2An investigation by i ea thcr concei'ned the I'ola- 
tionship between an individual's oi i cntati on toward a
T. Feather, "Fffccts of Prior .Success and 
Failure on Fxpec t a t i on of Success aiul .'Subsequent Perform- 
ancc," J our na ] of Pei sona 1 i t v and .Social I’svchology, 111 
(March, iqbb), 28y-qfi.
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task (seeking success or avoiding failure), his expecta­
tion of the tasks at hand, and his initial experience with 
the task. The sample consisted of 96 female undergraduate 
students of an introductory course in psychology at the 
University of Michigan. Four situations were investigated 
by changing the motivation given before experimental ses­
sions and by changing the level of difficulty of the tasks 
to be performed. These four situations were designated as: 
(1 ) high expectation-initial failure, (2 ) low expectation- 
initial failure, (3 ) high expectation-initial success, and 
(4) low expectation-initial success. Results indicated 
the importance of prior success on the individual's 
expectation of later success and on actual performance.
Thus this study shows that initial cxpeii cnees have a sig­
nificant effect on subsecpient per foi'iiiance.
13A study by Rosenthal and Jacobson involved all
children of a six grade elementciry school. Tlie practice 
in this school was to group all children of each grade 
level into three classrooms. One classi'oom was used for 
chi 1 di en performing above avei a g e , one foi' children of 
average per f oi'mance, and one for Hiose with be! ow average 
levels of scholastic achievement. Twenty per cent of the 
chi 1 dren wore randomly chosen from the school population. 
Each i naclior was given the names of these selected cliildren
13Robei1 Rosenthal and honore Jacobson, "Teacher 
Expec l.anci os : f)e 1 ciiii i nants of Pupils' IQ Gains," Psv-
choloy i cal Renoi' i s , XIX (August, I96G ) , 113-8.
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and the information that each student had been identified 
by a "test for intellectual blooming" as one who would show 
unusual intellectual gains during the academic year. The 
experimental treatment of this randomly selected sample 
consisted entirely of this identification. Those students 
from whom the teachers had been led to expect greater intel­
lectual gains did show significantly more improvement than 
did the children of the control group.
A study of the effect of teaclier expectation was 
investigated by Maxivell. The purpose of this study was
to investigate further the scif-fulfilling projdiecy phenome­
non which htis been found in several earlier studies. The 
intelligence test scores for one-half of the sample of 64 
second and fourth grade students were falso3y increased 
by 16 points (one standard deviation) before results were 
given to teachers. Tivo measures were used to compai c 
the results of this gi'oup witli another group in wliich 
true intelligence test scores wore rcpoi'ted. Results 
indicatcîd that members of the group with altered intelli­
gence scores gained significantly more in intelligence 
during the seven months experimental period than membeis 
of the conti'ol group. Tlie results did not indicate a sig­
nificant difference in achievement measures.
1 4M e r l e  I . M axwell, "A S t u d y  of the E f f e c t s  of 
Teachei Expectat ion on the 3Q  find A c a d e m i c  P e r f o r m a n c e  of 
C h i l d r e n "  (Doc t o r a l  d i s s e r t a t i o n ,  Cfisc W e s t e r n  R e s e r v e  U n i ­
v e r s i t y ,  1 V 7 D  ) 1 1) i s ser i .i t i on Abs t i-.ic Is , 1 9 7 0  1 XXXT , 3 9 4 9 - A .
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Self-Concept
One of the important consequences of mastery 
learning as discussed by Bloom is the effect of such a 
strategy on the student's self-concept. Bloom states:
At a deeper level is the student's self-concept. 
Each person searches for positive recognition of his 
worth and he comes to view liimself as adequate in those 
areas where he receives assurance of his competence 
or success. For a student to view himself in a posi­
tive w a y , he must be given many opportuni ties to be 
rewarded. Mastery and its jjublic recogni tion provide 
the necessary reassurance ;»nd reinforcement to help 
the student view himself as adequéite. It is the opin­
ion of tliis w’riter that one of the more positive aids 
to mental health is frequent and objective indications 
of self-development. Mastery learning can be one of 
the more powerful sources of mental health. \ve are 
convinced that many of the neurotic symptoms displayed 
by high school and college students are exacerbaied 
by painfuJ and fi'ustrating experiences in school learn­
ing. If 90 percent of tlie students are given positive 
indicat i ons of adefpiacy in learning, one might expect 
such students to need less and less in the way of 
emotional therapy ;uid psychological help. Contrari­
wise, frequent indications of failure t'lnd learning 
inadequacy must be ciccompli shed by increased self­
doubt on the pait of the student and the scarch for 
reassurance and aderpia cy outside the school.
A study by Brookover, Thomas and Paterson^^ sup­
ports these stcitemonts concei'iiing self-concept, as made 
by Bloom. This study investigates the interaction between 
self-concept of students and academic a (h i evement. Sub- 
jects were 1O 5O seventh grade students in the four subject 
matter areas of ari thmet i c , Engli s h , social studios, and
15 Bloom, "Learning for Mastery," p. 11.
Wj 1 bui' B. Brookover, Thomas Shailei', and Ann 
I’aterson, ".Sel f-Concejit of Ability and School. .Achievement," 
Soc i ology of Efliicat i on , XXX VII (.Spring, l^Gh) , 271 -9 .
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science. General self-concept and academic performance
were found to be positively and significantly related. It
was also found that there are specific self-concepts of
ability which are related to specific subject matter areas.
In some cases a specific self-concept of ability was a
significantly better predictor of achievement than the
general self-concept of ability.
17A study by Torslien investigates the relationship 
between students' self-concept and classroom evaluation.
The sample consisted of 400 fifth grade students from 
six school districts. Measures of students' self-concepts 
were obtained from a questionnaire wliich provided twelve 
distinct aspects of self-concept. Results indicated a 
highly significant and positive correlation between "aca­
demic" self-concept and teacher evaluations. A signifi­
cant positiv'e relationship w.is found between mental health 
and both toacliei's ' evaluation and achievement. An addi­
tional result was that the relationships of achievement to 
students' self-concept and the students' mental healtli was 
not significant when the influence of toacJiers ' evaluations 
was removed.
These studies suggest that a positive coirelat i on 
does exist between self-concept and achievement and also 
between self-concept and teacher evalna ti on. This indi- 
catcs that a proper application of a mastery learning
1 7Block, Mfts lory tea in i ng , pp. 13 9 - 4 1 .
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strategy could result in desirable affective consequences.
Tutorial or Small Gi'oup Help
Although the use of individual tutors for each stu­
dent has often been suggested as an ideal learning situa­
tion, there has been little research in recent years to 
measure the value of tutorial help.
A study conducted by Taylor^^ evaluated the use 
of a tutorial program for freshman engineering students.
A sample of thirty-one students were selected and offered 
tutorial help in the areas of physics, mathematics, and 
English. A matched control group was used for comparison 
of academic achievement. Results show that tutored stu­
dents did acliieve significantly better tJian non- tut or ed 
students. The results also showed tliat the student who 
used the program more extensively was moi'c likely to bene­
fit from til is tut or i al help. The study indicated that even 
students with a col]ege grade point average of less than
2.00 could make effective use of a tutorial program.
19Schwerin studied the effectiveness of small 
structured study groujis in imiiroving the academic achieve­
ment of one hundred college freshmen enrolled in a course
^^Ronald G. Taylor, "Tutorial Services and Aca­
demic Success," The .1 our na I of I2duca t i ona 1 Research, 1X11 
(January, 1969), 193-7-
^ ̂ Ursula C. Schwerin, "The Effect of Group Study 
on Individut'tJ Academ i c Achievement and IiulividuaJ Study 
Orientation in Two-Year Higher le c hn i cal Edu ca t i on" (Doc­
toral d i s sei't a t i on , Nev; York University, 19 ?G ) , 1) i s ser la - 
tion Abstracts, 1970, XXXI, I97O, 3303-A.
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in doutai hygiene. Four sections were randomly chosen, 
two as experimental and two as control. Within the two 
experimental groups, ten study groups of five students 
each wei'e formed. Each group was made up of one high, 
three average, and one low "prior performance level" stu­
dent. Control groups received a traditional individual 
study approach while the experimental groups engaged in 
group study for all activi ties. Results showed i hat stu­
dents who had participated in the study groups acliieved 
significantly better on a test of academic achievement.
These two studies indicated that both tutorial helj) 
and small study groups can be effective elements of a learn­
ing strategy. Quite possibly these two me Ibods can bo used 
to increase the amount of time that the student is willing
to spend in learning a gi von task and jjorbaps also can
serve to reduce the total time required for a part icular 
learning task.
Mastery Strategies
Strategies wliicli inc 1 ude some of the elements sug­
gested by Bloom have been studied in seveial diffei'ent sub­
ject matter areas c'lnd at different levels of education. 
Analysis of some of these studies which have been completed 
can suggest tlie pi'opei' choice of subject area foi such a
st r;itegy as well as pi oper choicf; of elements of the
strat egy to i nciease student expec tat i on and to maxi mi%c 
the opportunities given for learning.
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20Collins compared several alternate sti'ategies 
for mastery learning. The investigation involved six 
classes of twenty-five eighth-graders each, in a modern 
mathematics course. Five of the sections were used as 
experimental, and the sixth group was used as a control. 
Brief descriptions of the tyjjes of mastery strategies used 
for the experimental groups are: (1) lists of objectives
only, (2) lists of objectives, daily problem on the objec­
tives of the previous session, and specific study pre­
scriptions based on the results obtained from student 
attempts at the daily problems, (3) lists of objectives, 
the daily problems and prescriptions, plus alternate learn­
ing resources such as other text books, workbooks, games, 
and SRA instructional kits, (4) problems and prescriptions 
only, and (5 ) only the problems. Results were obtained 
by averaging the student scores from each group on unit 
tests. Results showed that 8O per cent of groups 2 and 3 
attained the mastery level of A or B. Treatment 1,
and 5 achieved mastery at levels of 70 per cent, 60 per 
cent, and 50 per cent respectively. Those results sug­
gest the importance the use of the list of objec.iives, the 
problems, and the prescriptions. Tlie use of alternate 
learning resources did not contribute to the strategics 
cmjiloying the above mentioned elements.
20Block, Mastery b e a m  i n y , p p . 111-1 2 .
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21Biehler investigated the use of a mastery learn­
ing strategy in the teaching of undergraduate educational 
psychology. Students were given a choice of two sections, 
one with a traditional letter grading system and the other 
in which a mastery grading system was used. After each 
of the three unit tests, students of the mastery section 
who failed to achieve the level of A or B were given the 
opportunity to review and then take an alternate test over 
that unit. Term papers and other papers were used in 
addition to the unit tests in determining course grades. 
Although only anecdotal records were I'cported, the strategy 
seemed effective in both the cognitive and affective domains 
When given the choice of the two i nstj'ucti onal methods for 
tlie next coui'se, ovei* 90 per cent chose to learn under the 
mastery strategy.
Although few of the possible elements of a mastery 
learning strategy were emjiloyed in th i s study by Biehler, 
the results do i ndi cate that students often appi'cciatc 
additional opportunities for learning.
A study by Oentile^^ in 1970 at the State Univer­
sity of New York at B u f f l o  employed a mastery Icaining 
sti'iïtogy in the teaching of introductory educational psy­
chology. This exper i mental method employed student
Bober t F. Biehler, "A Fij-st Attempt at a ' beai n- 
i ng for Mastery' Apjiroach," Fduca t i ona 1 Psvehol og i s t , Vll, 
No. 3 (1970), 7-9.
Biock, Mastery b e a m i n g , pp. 117-18.
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self-pacing over small instructional units. Students wore 
given study questions over each unit, interviews with 
classmates, and unit mastery tests. Students who did not 
achieve mastery on a final unit mastei'y test were asked to 
review and return for retesting. Proctors and instructor 
were available for help in reviewing. Results were 
obtained by comparing tbe experimental group with a con­
trol group taught by a large lecture section and small 
discussion gioups. Student evaluation of this strategy 
indicated that this method was rated as one of the best 
the students had over used.
This strategy employed many of tlie elements recom­
mended l*y Bloom, and had the advantage of almost unlimited 
opportunity for learning since students were self-paced.
A major d i s;id vantage would seem to be that individual stu­
dents completed a different number of units during the 
standard time period for a course. This would seem to be 
an imjiortant disadvantc*ge for a sequential course.
Another study which allowed student self-pacing
2 3was conducted by Kellei in a coui'sc in general psychology 
at Ar i y.ona State Uni veis i ty. The fifteen week coui'se was 
broken down into thirty insti'uclional units. Each student 
was given assignments from a textbook or a jirogi'arn text, 
a list of "study questi ons , " and the ust; of a supervised
'̂ Êi ed S. Keller, "Good-Bye Tea cher . . . ," Jour-
lial of Appl 1 ed Behavioral Auc> 1 vs i s , 1 (Spi'ine, 1908), 7'9~
89.
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study hall for completing each unit. A mastery test 
over each unit had to bo successfully completed by each 
student. A student who failed to achieve mastery over 
each unit on his initial attempt was required to review 
and then take a similar test. Proctors were used for 
grading mastery tests and for providing specific sugges­
tions for review. Proctors and graduate assistants were 
also available during the supervised study periods. A 
standard final examination was given to all students 
regardless of the number of units completed. Appi'oximately 
65 pcj' cent of the students achieved course gi'ades of A or 
B. Student reaction to tliis method was reported as quite 
favoj'able.
2/1A study by Kim et a l . investigated the effec­
tiveness of a mas tery 1eain ing strategy for a seventh 
glade mathematics class, in Seoul, Koi'cm. This strategy 
employed the use of formative testing, remedial programmed 
insti'iiction for students who scored below 80 pei' cent on 
each formative test, and review questions for each student 
of the cxpei'i mental group. Hesults indicated that 7-t per 
cent of the exper i ment <al , compa red to AO jicr cent of the 
control gi'oup, achievcfl mastery at the 80 per cent level 
as measured by an achievement test. Tliis study also 
i lives t i gated the rela t i onslii p between mastery and I.Q. 
Although the ' t rat egy was effective wJtli both alio\e-a vcragc
2̂1B l o c k ,  M a s  t c r v  1 e a r n  i 11 g , ji)). 12 3 - u .
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and below-avorage students, the results show that this 
experimental method was most effective for the below- 
average I.Q. group.
This summary of related literature indicates that 
many different strategies have been attempted at many 
levels of education and in many subject areas. The results 
have in geneial indicated considerable success for strate­
gies of mastery learning.
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Soloction of tbe Experimental Strategy 
The review of the literature in Chapter II indi­
cates that a variety of elements could be included in a 
strategy for mastery learning and also that such a strategy 
could be applied in many different levels of a subject 
matter area.
Since aptitude is one of the elements of the model 
of school learning which is interna] to the student and 
therefore not under any control by the classroom instructor, 
a course level was chosen where tlie effects of this vari­
able would bo minimal. Another of the elements of this 
model is pei'scvei'ance , the amouni of time that the learner 
is actually willing to actively engage in the learning 
task. Tliis element is to some extent under the conti'ol of 
the classroom instruetor. since it is affected by the stu­
dent's ojiinion oC the need for mastery in the concepts 
presented. For this reason, the first coui'se in calculus 
w.'is chosen for tliis experiment. This course is a pi'crequi- 
site foi two subscrpient courses in the cti 1 cuius and 
also the two-semester course in advanced calculus, the
31
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first of whi ch is required of all mathematics majors.
This selection of the f i r " : course in calculus 
for the area of experimentation then gave the researcher 
the opportunity to attempt to increase the perseverance 
of each student of the experimental group. The next step 
was to select activities to supplement classroom methods 
so that the element of the model called opportunity, could 
be maximized for students in tlie experimental group.
The use of lists of specific objectives for the 
experimental period was chosen as the first supplementary 
aid for members of the experimental group. These objec­
tives for the eight-week jieriod were written in the form 
of eight units, and each student was given a list of objec­
tives for a unit whenever instruction on the prior unit 
w’as complete.
Formative testing, the use of short diagnostic- 
progress tests closely correlated with the objectives of 
each uni t̂  wa s selected tis anoi hei imjioi'Lcint feature f or 
the learning sti'atcgy. Every membei' of the experimental 
group completed a foi iiia 1 i \ e test over that unit when
iiisti'uction was complete. The grades from these formative
tests were not used to determine course grades. After 
evaliuiiion by'the c oui'se instructor, each corrected forma­
tive test was returned to tbe student, along with a personal
diagnosis which indicated those obj ec ti ves which li.id not
been mastered and a 1so listed specific suggestions for
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improvement. These suggestions included references to 
appropriate sections of the student’s text, attendance at 
small student study groups, attendance at study groups 
directed by a graduate assistant, or the completion of 
specified problems related to the objectives yet to be 
mastered.
In evaluating each fo-’inative test, the course 
instructor used a particular score as an indication of 
mastery of that test at the level of A or b. This score 
was determined by the instructor from his experience with 
similar groujjs who had completed the work on these same 
concepts during prior semesters. Each formative test was 
scoi'cd as mastca-y oi non-mastery. A recommendation was 
given to each student whose score was below the level of 
A or 13 to coni]iletc the review suggested by the diagnostic 
sheet and then to complete a retest over tliis same unit.
These elements which ai e descri lied above make up 
the learning strategy which was eni]i3oyed for the experi­
mental gj'oup. The class instruction for both groups was 
nearly i denti cal, so that that variable of the model for 
leaining called "(juality of instruction" woiild be fixed in 
this study. An exception to the control of this valiable 
was i hat prior knowledge of the objective's, which Ca n o i l  
cons i (1er s to be a necessary jiai-t of this v.ii iable , was not 
Kjieci f i call y jirovi ded foi' members of the control grouji.
A daily lesson plan was jirepai'od and used in both the
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experimental section and the control group. This plan 
was followed in both classes so that the development of 
concepts in both sections was as nearly identical as pos­
sible. The same examples were used in both sections for 
illustrating the concepts discussed. The text Calculus 
with Aiialvtic Geoiiieti'v, by Richat'd E. Johnson and Fred 
L. Kiokemeister^ was used for both classes and each class 
was given the same daily assignment from this text. Since 
the foi'iiiative test for eacli unit was given to the experi­
mental group during one class of each week, this resulted 
in a difference of ten to thirty minui es in instruction 
time for the two groups for each unit. This corresponding 
unit of time was used in the control group for jji'esenta t i on 
of additional illustrative examples or for further discus­
sion of assigned woi'k fi'om tlie text.
Prepai~a t i on of Ob jec i i ves
An iiiipor tan I feature of the experimental strategy 
used in this research Is the use of a Jist of specific 
course objectives to bo given to each student of the 
experimental group. The process of {irepaiing such a list 
of objectives is an imjiortant jiart in the planning of any 
coui'sc. When comjiletcd, tliis list of objectives repre­
sents a model of desired outcomes of insti'uction which can
 ̂Itichfirrl K . Johnson cind I'red I,. Ki okemei ster , Ca 1 - 
ciilns with Ana 1 y t i c (ieometrv ( A i h ed. ; Moston: Allyn and
bacon, 1V G 9).
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be valuable to both the instructor and the students.
The preparation of this list of objectives for the 
experimental period involved two major decisions. The 
first decision was the selection of appropriate objectives 
for this particular course and the second was to select 
the most appropriate method of stating these objectives.
The selection of objectives whicli were appropri­
ate for the experimental period was accomplished by refer­
ring to the departmental outline for tliis particular 
c o m  s e . This outline speci fled the concepts to be included 
duri ng tliis time period.
Scveia] methods of stating educational objectives 
have received recent attention in educational literature.
As stated by Dloom, Hastings, and Madaus, "Much attention 
has been given to the statement of objectives in Amorican
education. Tliei e is pi'obably no aspect of instruction
2about which moj'e has been written."
Many different appro;iches arc used to define edu­
cational objectives. Some differences are due to purpose. 
National curi'iculum grou]is state broad objectives which 
could be labeled as goals while objectives for the cléiss- 
j'oom must be more S])ccific. Even for the slatcment of 
short-i*ange goals there arc a variety of methods in use.
2Henjam i n S. Bloom, J. Thomas Ibislings, and George 
E . Ma d .111 s , M.'iiidliook on t'orm.i i i\e and Smiiin.at i v(' l'-\ti 1 u.'i t i on 
of Stiulent l.<*arning (New York: McGraw-HJ J I Hook Company ,
1971), p. 20.
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Some statements emphasize the content of the objectives 
and some concentrate on the behavioral aspects. A general 
description of the desired method of stating objectives 
is as follows:
How does one go about stating an educational 
objective? . . .  It should be expressed in terms of 
desired student behavior and content area. More 
importantly, it must succeed in communicating the 
teachers' intent. Communicating is successful when 
any knowledgeable person in the same area can ]ook 
at a student's behavior or products and decide whether 
or not the objective has been reactied.3
In addition to a discussion of the use of behavioral 
objectives Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus state :
Another way of giving clarity to the specifications 
of outcomes is to represent them in the form of the 
prob]ems, questions, tasks, and the like wh i ch the 
student should be able to do or the kinds of reac­
tions he should give to specific uuestions oj' situa­
tions . ̂
Since eeicli student of the expej'imenta] section 
was to receive a copy of the list of objectives it was 
extremely important that those objectives be wri I ten in 
that form whi ch would be of gro;«test value to the indi­
vidual students. I'o accomplish this, er. ch stai ement was 
written in the form of a task to bo conqjleted by eacli 
student. In tliis w a y , each student became actively 
involved with the list of sji(;cific objectives.
The com]) let e list of these objectives is included 
in Apjiendix A of this I'epoi't.
^Ibid. , j>. 32. 
/]
1 b i <1. , p . 1 3 .
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Préparail on of Tost
111 an attempt to produce a comprehensive examina­
tion to assess the outcome of the eight-week experimental 
period several facets of mathematical achievement had to 
be considered. The examination was designed with a strategy 
to test objectives from all units and to select items which 
would evaluate a variety of levels of student behavior.
Since the eight-week experimental period was the first 
one-half semester of work in this introductory course, 
ajiproxima i ely four weeks of tliis period dealt with topics 
which were essentially "precalculus" in nature. On this 
basis, and also because many students had completed some 
work in calculus in their secondary school course, the 
same instrument was used for both jire-test and the post- 
test.
The method used to select these items for the 
examination was first to jirepare a list of items designed 
to assess mastery of the stated objectives, A panel of 
five ])iof essors who are fiunili.ir with the ma terial of this 
coui'se was then asked to evaluate each of these items,
Eacli panel member lated (;«icli item as "good," " fa i r , " or 
"poor," with 1 es])cct to measuring concepts whicli were 
included in 1 he ] is t of stated objectives. A total scoi'e 
foi' each jiroposed test item was computed by a system of 
two jioints for a rating of "good," one point for a la t i ng 
of "fair," and zero points for a rating of "poor." Oniy
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those items with a total score of eight or more points 
were used in the final form of the examination.
The purpose of this panel was to establish the con­
tent validity of the items for the achievement test. The 
use of these qualified professors insured that each test 
item reflected specified course objectives and that the 
student behavior required by each item was consistent with 
the behavior specified in the list of stated objectives.
To further insure that the type of student behavior 
demanded by the achievement test was consistent with the 
types of behavior specified by the list of objectives, it 
was necessary to analyze the objectives. As stated by 
Popham and Husek:
The chief rule which guides the item writer for a 
criterion-referenced test is to be sure that the item 
is an accurate reflection of the criterion behavior. 
Difficult oj' easy, discriminating or indiscriminate, 
the impoi'tant thing is to make the item represent the 
class of behaviors delimited by the criterion.5
Begle and Wilson^ discuss a model for analyzing levels of
beha vi or which arc botli lii erarchical and ordei'od. The
model considei's ordei' in that four categories are developed,
cacli successive level being at a more cognitively complex
5W. James Poph.am and T. 1Î, Ilusek, "Implications of 
Crj teri on-Re f ereneed Measurement," Journal of Educational 
Measurement , VI (Spring, I9G9 ), 1̂.
^Bdward G. Dcgle and Jrnies Iv. Wilson, "Evaluation 
of Ma ilienui tics l’rogr;ims , " Ma lliema I ics Education, Sixty- 
Ninth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Pa 1 i 1 (Cliicago: Uni vers i ty of Cliicago I’ress ,
1970), pp. 371-9.
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level than the former, and hierarchical in that behavior 
at a given level may require competence at all lower levels 
for mastery. This particular model was used by the National
7Longitudinal Studies of Mathematics Achievement and is a 
modification of the cognitive-levels dimension developed
Oby Bloom. This modification provides a model with cate­
gories which are particularly appropriate to mathematics 
achievement.
The four levels of behavior which are specified by 
this model are described as follows:
1. Computation— Items designed to require 
straight-forward manipulation of problem ele­
ments according to rules the students presum­
ably have learned. Emphasis is upon perform­
ing operations and not upon deciding which 
operations arc appropriate.
2. Comprehension--Itoms designed to require either 
recall of concepts and generalizations, or 
transformation of problem elements from one 
mode to another. Emphasis is upon demonstrat­
ing understanding of concepts and their
7T. A. Romhei'g and James W. Wilson, "The Develop­
ment of Tests for the Nationai Longitudinal Study of Ma tlie- 
maticaJ Abilities," The Mathematics Tea cher, LXT (May,
I960), ^189-95•
^Benjamin S. Bloom, ed., Taxonomy of Educational 
Ob .i e c 1 i v c- s : C ] a s s i f i ca lion of Edu r a i i ona 1 (ioa 1 s . Coyn i t i vc
Doma in, ilaudbook I (New Voik: Mck.iy, 1956).
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rclat j onslii ps , and not upon using concepts to 
produce a solution.
3. Application--!toms designed to require (a) recall 
of relevant knowledge, (b) selection of appro­
priate operations, and (c) performance of the 
operations. Items are of a I'outine nature.
They require the student to use concepts in a 
specific context and in a way he has presumably 
practiced.
h. Analysis —  Items designed to I'equire n non­
routine applicati on of concepts. The items 
may require the detecti on of reJationships, 
the finding of ])attcrns , and the organization 
and use of concepts £>nd ojioi'ations in a non- 
pj-acticed context.
An ana]ys i s of the eight units of bject i\es 
specified foi' the experimental period of this research is 
presented in Tabic J. Many items in tliis list of objec­
tives wei'e written with seveia 1 parts, foi' the convenience 
of the students. I or the puiqiosc of this analysis, each 
part of c?ach item was tiea ted as an indi vi duai objective.
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TABLE 1
ANALYSIS OF OBJECTIVES BY LEVELS OF BEHAVIOR
Uni t 1 II III IV V VI VII VIII Total
Computati on 0 8 9 9 3 0 4 0 33
Comprehension 10 2 13 2 8 4 4 1 44
Appli cation 4 9 19 6 4 4 3 8 57
Analysis 8 12 0 1 16 14 4 2 57
The assignment of particnJ.ar items from the list 
of objectives to correct levels of beliavior is easily 
accompl isliecl in some instances but more difficult in 
others. Those items reqviiring tlic student to v.-j-i te a 
proof for some generalization can usually be assigned to 
the highest level, namely analysis. The second categoi'y, 
comprehension, is appropriate for those items Kliich require 
definitions, descr i pi i ons oj' statements of thcoiems. The 
distinction between computation and application is loss 
evident. For the purpose of the categoi'i zati on made here, 
items for wJiich a t heo; em is availcibic uJiich definitely 
prescribes the apjn'oju'ia t e computation aie consi dei ed as 
level one, computation. However , quite similar items which 
require the combination of several theorems and the selec­
tion of aiqnopriate methods are cl.assified in level three, 
apjil i ca t i on. As an example, to write the equation of a 
line tlirough two gi ven points is considered as computcv- 
tional , since one tin; orcm provi des the method of solution.
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A somewhat similar problem is to write the equation of 
the perpendicular hisectoi' of a segment. This requires 
the student to compute the midpoint of the segment eind the 
slope of the segment, and then to apply another theorem to 
determine the slope of the perpendicular bisector. Finally, 
with tlie slope and midpoint found, the student is expected 
to write the required equation. Since the behavior required 
for completion of this objective demands that the student 
select appropriate operations and perform several steps in 
reaching the desired conclusion, this level of behiivior 
would bo classified as ajipl ication.
Aftei' all items fi om the list of objectives have 
been analyzed as shown in Table 1, items for the achieve­
ment test wei'e selected from the 1 ist of items judged 
appro]>riate by the jianel of jnofessoi s . Table 2 lists the 
twenty test items which wei'C selected, by referring each 
test item to the appropriate units and level of behavior.
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TABLE 2
ANALYSIS OF TEST ITEMS BY LEVEL OF BEHAVIOR




IV 7,8 1* 6
V 2' 3*,10'
VI 4* 5 % 6 *
VII 7* 8*
VIII 9<
Total 4 4 6 6
Note: The i toms .ippojir as nvimhc;i'ccl in the iKo-jiai't achi évo­
luent tost wliic’n is inclufied in Apj^endix B. The items from 
the second }>arl of this examination are i dent i Tied wjtli the 
item nmnbet' and the ast.ei'isk. Tims the first item of the 
first p.'n't of the examination is denoted by "1" uhiie tlic 
first item fi'om the second paj't is denoted by "I’",
The analysis of the levels of behavior rcqnii'ed 
by items from tlie iist of objectives ;ind the levels required 
by tlie (pies t i ons on tlic achievement test indicatcjs a reason- 
abJe amount of correspondeiice. 1 lie perccntatrc of i terns at
each ievel on the list of ohj(mt i ves is approximately the 
same as in the achi e\ement test , The number of items 
selected for the test from each unit does not seem appro- 
jiriate in all cases in terms of numbiM-, For examji.l e ,
Unit VII and VIII i-equired only four cl;iss sessions, uhile
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Units IV and V required six sessions each. Table 3 shows 
the correspondence in percentages of the levels of behavior 
as specified by both the list of objectives and by the 
items of the acliieveinent test.
TAULE 3
COMPARISON OF OUJECTIVES AND TEST--
I.N LEVELS OF BEHAVIOR




C onqu' chensi.on 23.0 20
Appli cat ion 29.8 30
Analysis 29.8 30
The use of the p.niic] of cxperts in cvieluating pro­
posed test items £»nd the ana lys i s given above jirovide sonic 
evidence of validity for the ju'opared £i cli i e vement test.
As noted by Poph.iiu and llusck:
Criterion _ refei'onced mecisnres are validated jjriiiiciri 1 y 
in terms of the adequacy witli which they rejn escnt the 
critoj'ion, I'heiefore, content validity approadies arc 
more» suited to sucli test. A carefully made judgment, 
based on tlie test's apjia-'ont j'clevance to the behavi oi's 
légitimât el y inferalile from those deli mi ted by the 
ci'i ter ion , is tlie general proceflure foi* v£tl i (La t i iig 
ci'iterion- referenced mea sures . 9
Another question to be considered is the j'eliaVii.I- 
ity of the test ins trumen t . The method used to determine
9Pojjham and Ihisek, "Ci'i toj'i on-Refei'enctul Measure- 
men t ," p. 6.
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the reliability for this test was a generalisation of the 
Knder-Richardson formula 20.^^ The généralisaii on was 
necessary since the possible scores on each test item 
ranged from O to 8, while formula 20 is suitable only for 
a test of dichotomously scored items. Tlie actual calcu­
lation of this reliability coefficient was accomjili.shed by 
using a library program : "Testât," which is available at
the University Computer Center of Indiana University of 
Pennsyl vani cl. The computed aljiha coefficient of reliabil­
ity was ,8k. Garrett states that "Tn ordei' to differenti­
ate between means of the two school giades of relatively 
narrow range, a reliability coefficient need bo no higher 
than .50 or .60."^^ Thus, relialiility of the test instru­
ment was shown to be in this acceptable I'ange.
The complete two-pai t acli iovcment test is included 
in Append]x B .
T h e  S a m p ] e
Due to the type of scheduling used at Indiana 
University of Pennsyl\an i a , it was not possible to select 
students by methods of random sampling. Students are per­
mitted to select the particulai' section of each clc'iss whtcii 
they schedu 1 e , witli the only restriction being the avai 1- 
abi 1 i ty of space in the des i 1 ed sec ti on eit the time of
^ ^ U o n a l d  J  . Ve I d  ma n , s d . a t i  s t i e s  i n  P s v c h f t l o g v  a m i  
K d u c a  t  i o n  ( N e w  Y o r k :  M o l t ,  P  i n e i i a i  t  a m i  K i n s t o n ,  I n c . ,
19()?), pp. 170-81.
H o u r  y  I’ . G a r r e t t ,  St  a  t  i s  t i c s  i n  P s  v c h o  1 o g v  a n d  
Kf l i i ca  t i o n  ( Ne w Y o r k :  h o n g m a n s ,  G r e e n  .aiTd iTom pa n v  , P J tTTT,
p. 351.
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scheduling. The scheduling time is determined by college 
class and also by an alphabetical system. With this 
metliod, the student is usually free to make a choice of 
class hour and also of instructor.
As described previously, the experimental method 
employed required that both the experimental group and the 
control group receive the same classroom instruction, for 
this reason, the sample used for this study consisted of 
the two sections of Mathematics 157, Analytic Geometry and 
Calculus I, which were designated, prior to scheduling, 
to be taught by this researcher, during the spring semester 
of 1971-
The students of the two sections used in this 
ex])eri mont wex'o nearly all second semester freshmen, and 
all were mathematics majoj's. The iwo sections originally 
consisted of twenty-three «and twenty-nine students, Hy a 
toss of coin, the ci ass of twenty-thiee students was 
selected as tlie cont rol gi'oup. Before the research was 
comjileted , two students of the conti'ol gi'ouji withdrew.
Thus, the control group consisted of twenty-one st.udcnts and 
the cxpei i mental group was the other section of twenty-nine 
students,
.Since tliis study was limited to this small grouji of 
students from one university, a desci-i jit ion of the univer­
sity «and the student population is included so (hat the 
reader is belter «able to m«ake comparisons with other situa- 
tions,
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Indiana University of Pennsylvania was originally 
founded as a state normal scliool in 1857 > at Indiana, 
Pennsylvania. The role of the institution was changed in 
subsequent years as is reflected in the change of the name 
to State Teachers Coliege, State College, and finally to 
University in 19^5 «
In the academic year 1970-71i the undergraduate 
enrollment was 92l4 i>nd the graduate school population 
was 1133» Of the 1793 freshmen for this year, 65O were 
eni'oiied in the School of Arts and Sciences and 598 in 
tlie School of Education. The remaining freshmen students 
were enrolled in the Schools of husiness, Fine Arts, Home 
Economi cs and ll(?a]tli Services. Some indication of the 
academic ability of the students at this university is 
given hy College Hoard scores. iiiis freshman class of 1970- 
1971 had an average college hoard verbal of 543 and an 
average matliemati cs score of 579, so tlie average total, 
college hoard score was 1122.
S u r v e y  o f  S t u d e n t  O i i i n i o n  o f  t h e  
I-earii i ii.c Stra i egv
An important feature of the ejcjiei-1 menial strategy 
used in this study was to inci'e.isc the per se ver.inc c of the 
individual rnemliers of the expcivimental group. This could 
he ,'iccompJ i shetl both in the way tliat the exjier 1 mental 
strategy was or i g i na]ly j nt reduced to this grouj) and in 
the way the methods of the strategy wcu'c utilised throughout
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the coiii'se. Tlic actual pei'sevorancc of the individual 
students was not assessed directly. One important factor 
which reflects a student's perseverance is his own evalu­
ation of the methods which have been used. For this reason, 
it was very important to have some measure of student
reaction to the experimental stra tegy.
12Hartman developed an instrument to reflect stu­
dent attitude toward seveial cxperiniental teaching tech­
niques to be used in a course in the c.ilcuJus, This instru­
ment was used to gather opinion conccmii ng this learning 
strategy, with the permission of Dr. Ibirtman. This form 
is shown in Appendix C,
A second form was also used, wliich was designed by 
the rescc-ircher to specifically lef 1 ect student opinion of 
the elements of the l earning sti a tegy. Tliis form i s shown 
in Append i x D .
The specific purpose of this second form was to 
point out the five major elements to the student for his 
evaluat ion. Question one i equests tliat these elements be 
rated as to which was the most lienef i c i al. - The student is 
then asked to cons i dei which element of the strategy could 
best tie eliminated and also to decide whetliei' lie personally 
would want this change. Finally, the student was requested
12Marlin F-. Hartman, "A .Study of Sel t-Su]ierv i s i on 
in the I nq)l emeu ta i i on of 1 nnova I i on s in Tefich i ng Strategy 
in )’>ecinning C.alculus" ( unpubl i .shed Ihl.D. di sser ta t i on , 
University oI Fitlsburg, iqhq), p. I07.
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to make suggestions for improving the strategy.
The use of those tvo forms gave both a general 
student opinion of the over-all experimental strategy as 
well as an evaluation of the majoj' elements of this strategy.
Method of Analysis
The comparison of the acliievement of the two groups
was based on tlic data obtained from the pre-test and the
post-test. Analysis of cov.ariance was the statistical
method used with the pre-test scores as co variant. Tliis
method of analysis, I'ofei'rcd to as the "Nonequivalent
Control Group Design," is reconimeiiflod by Campbell and
Stanley v.'hcn the control group and the experimental group
1 3do not have pre-experiment fil samjiling eipi i \ alence .
Sutnmaivi es of ma i nt,lined logs were repor tod to indi­
cate the amount of time used for special sessions for cor­
rection of deficiencies dot eriiii ned by formative testing 
of the experimental group. Those records also indicate 
the student attendance at these sessions.
An additional log w;is used to summa i' i y e the time 
used by members of both groujis in obtaining individu.'il 
assistance from the course i ns i.i'uc tor , outside of scheduled 
class t ime.
finally, the results of the student evaluation 
f orms were used to summar i/a; student re.action to the expei- 
imenl.'il strategy.
1 3 Campbell a nd Htanltjy, l.xper i men t a 1 lies i gn , p. 7 •
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The Ach i evemGiT I Tost
Pre-test scores Kere collected fi'Oiii all meiiiboi s of 
both groups during the initial class sessions. Achievement 
test scores v;ere obtirined from botli groups at the end of 
four weeks and again at the end of the eight-week experi­
mental pej'iod. The first part of this acliievement test 
dealt with concepts froai the first four units of the objec­
tives and the second part was concerned with the j'emaining 
four units. A post-test score? for the entii'c period w.is 
obtai ned tor eacli student by combining tlie two scoi'cs fi'om 
the two parts of the acliievement test.
TARLE 4
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SCORES OF 
DOTH GRObPS ON PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST
• Me fins Standfird Devi at i ons
Contro1 Expert mental Conti'ol Expert men ta 1
Pi'c-Tcs t 26.86 24 . 00 10.92 12.11
Pos t-Test 99.81 126.28 29.00 24.17
The two-part achi evement test is included in
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Appendix B of this report. The two parts were each graded 
with a possible score of 80 points, for a total score of l60 
points. Table 4 indicates that the mean score of the con­
trol group was higher on the pre-test than the experimental 
group but that the mean score of the control group on the 
post-test Was lower than that of the experimental group.
The data from the pre-test and post-test was 
analyzed by the method of anal}sis of covariance, using 
tlie pre-test scoi'es as covariant. The computtion of this 
analysis was accomplished by using a library jirogram avail­
able at the University Computer Center of Indiana Univer­
sity of Pennsylvania. This particular ]i braiy program 
was designed ii'om the r ef ei once Expoi'i mental Design in 
Psycholog i c a 3 Pe s^arcb, by Edwards.^ The results of this 
analysis are shown in Tables 5>“7* Tfible 5 indicates a 
summary of an analysis of variance of the pre-test scores; 
Table 6 is a sunmiajy of an tinalysis of variance of the 
post-test SCOI'CS ; and I'alilc 7 i K a summary of the final 
analysis of covariance.
An assumption which is i ecpii red for this analysis 
of covariance is that the slopes of the regiess i on lines 
f or the two groups not be si gn i fi cantly different. This
2hypot hcs i s was tested f oi the tlata used in this analysis.
 ̂Allen 1., Edwai'ds , Experimental hes i gn in Psvcho- 
1 ou i Cc'i 1 Pesea i ch (New York: Molt, P i ne lia r t and tv ins ton,
Inc., 19(>6 ), pp. 281-294.
^ I b i d . , pp. 2 9 0 -2 .
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T A B L E  5
A N A L Y S I S  OF V A R I A N C E - - P R E - T E S T
S o u r c e df S u m  of Squares M e a n  Square F
B e t w e e n 1 99.426 99.426 0.735
Within 48 6490.574 135.220
T o t a l 49 6590.000 134.490
TABLE 6 
ANALYSIS OF V A R I A N C E - - P O S T - T E S T
S o u r c e df S u m  of Squares M e a n  Square F
B e t w e e n 1 8531.750 8531.750 14.175
Wi t-h i n 48 28891.063 601.897
To  ta I 49 37422.813 763.731
TABLE 7 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
S o u i c e df S u m  of Squaies M e a n  Square F
B e t w e e n 1 10071.613 10071.613 19.817
Wi ihi n 47 23886.332 508.220
To t 1 48 33957.945 707.457
This calculation yields an F-raiio of . 307 witli J and hG 
degrees of freedom, a nonsignificant va lue. Thus this 
requirement for an analysis of covariance is satisfied.
Tahic 7 iiKlicat.es that the F ratio computed from 
this analysis is I q . 8 1 7» The critical value of the F ra t i o
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at the .01 level of significance with 1 and 4? degrees of 
freedom is 7.20. It is therefore concluded that the use of 
the experimental strategy did affect achievement during the 
experimental period.
To emphasize the difference in the results obtained 
by the achievement test given at the end of the experimental 
period one can consider the somewliat arbitrary method often 
used to assign grades according to the percentage of total 
points received. Using the 10 per cent gi'nde ranges of 90% 
for gr.'ide A, 80% for grade 13, 70% for grade C, 60% for gi'ade 
I), and be] ow 60% for grade F, the results shown in Table 8 
are obtained.
TABLE 8
GRADE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT TEST^
Range Gra de Control Expci'imental
l6o-l44 A 0 7
143-128 B 4 10
127-112 C 4 7
111-96 I) 6 1
Below 96 F 7 4
Cleai'.Iy the g r a d e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  shown in T.ibJ e 8 
is not r e a l i s t i c  as seen by the r e s u l t s  of the c o n t r o l  
g r o u p  wh i c h  iippeared to be a typicijJ gi'ou]) for this course. 
However, the juirposc of the tabl e is to show the w,-»y in
An a n a l y s i s  by ch i sfjuai'o i n d i c a t e s  that these 
two d i s t r i bu t i on s fue i l u h p e n d c n t  at (lie . 0 5  level of sig- 
nifi c a n e e .
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w h i c h  the d i s t r i b u t i o n  of the e x p e r i m e n t a l  gr o u p  h a s  been 
s k e w e d  by the a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  the e x p e r i m e n t a l  s t r a t e g y .
It is of  int e r e s t  to no t e  tliat of the fi v e  m e m b e r s  
of the e x p e r i m e n t a l  g r o u p  w h o  s c o r e d  b e l o w  112 on the 
a c h i e v e m e n t  test, three w e r e  s t u d e n t s  w h o  did not zittempt 
to take a d v a n t a g e  of the str a t e g y .  T h e s e  s t u d e n t s  c o m ­
p l e t e d  the f o r m a t i v e  tests w h i c h  w o r e  g i v e n  d u r i n g  class 
time but did not a t t e n d  the s p e c i a l  s e s s i o n s  for c o r r e c ­
ti o n  of d e f i c i e n c i e s  nor di d  the y c o n s u l t  the i n s t r u c -  
toj' for i ndi v i d u a l  he 1 p .
The Special S e s s i o n s
A s u m m a r y  of the sp ecial s e s s i o n s  o f f e r e d  b y  the 
grtidua te a s s i s t a n t ,  for cor recl ion of d e f i c i e n c i e s  i ndi - 
ca ted by the f o r m a t i v e  tests, is s h o w n  in 1’iiblc 9 . Kacli 
of these s e s s i o n s  lasted a m a x i m u m  of fifty m i n u t e s .  The 
gi'aduate a s s i s t a n t  wa s  u s u a l l y  gi v e n  two or three majoi' 
points to d i s c u s s ,  as i n d i c a t e d  by the results of the 
fo r m a t i v e  t(;s t s . S t u d e n t s  were free to att e n d  or not 
attend as th e y  wi sho d , b u t  the d i a g n o s t i c  sheet w a s  used 
to recfimmend t t endance by  those wh o  n e e d e d  furthei' h e l p  
in these areas. Quite often, s t u d e n t s  wo r e  in the c l a s s ­
ro o m  for the en t i r e  fi f t y  m i n u t e s  bu t  used most of  this 
time foi' woj'k i ng q u i e t l y  in small gi'oujis. Those w h o  
needed f u r t h e r  h e 1 p in the c o n c e p t s  b e i n g  d i s c u s s e d  by the 
gr<»duate ass i s t a n t  gave their iittention to this d i scuss ion 
while the icm a i nder of t he g r o u p  w o r k e d  on their own
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problems, eithct' individually or with classmates.
T A B L E  9
SUM>JARY or S P E C I A L  S E S S I O N S  FOR M E M B E R S  
OF T H E  E X P E R I M E N T A L  G R O U P
Number of Special Sessions Held 12
Average number of students per session 7
Number of the 29 members of the experimental group 
who attended one or more special sessions




As shown in Tablt? 9 , the total time used l>y the 
graduate assist;uit in directing the special sessions foi' 
members of the ex]>ori mental grouji was ten houi's. The aver­
age number of students in those sessions was seven, but 
the range was from tJirec to fifteen.
As noted above , the gi'adual.o assistant was a Iways 
pi'csent at these sessions to offer help to small groups or 
indi v i dui'jl s , but a great deal of work was also accom])! i shed 
by small groups coojierating on common j)roblems. A class­
room was also reserved for one hour e.acli week wliere stu­
dents cou 1 d work togc;thei' on difficult conc(?pts witliout any 
direction from the course instructor or the graduate 
assistant. No recoi'ds wore ma int.,i i ned to indic,itc a t tend- 
.'Uicc fit tliese sessions, tiu t i nf orma 1 ol>ser \ ,'i t. i on i ndi ca t ed 
tlia t a t t endance was often f i' o m f oui' to seven aint v.-»s 
ovei' twenty on .at least one occasion.
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The groups of students wlio worked together during 
the special sessions also arranged to meet at other times 
as well. It is felt by the researcher that study habits 
of this type arc an indication that the experimental stra­
tegy did have some effect in increasing the perseverance 
of some members cf tlie experimental group.
Indi \ i dua] Iloip from the Instructor 
Table 10 is a summary of the help given to indi­
vidual students of the experimental group by the class 
instructor. No corj'espondi ng table is given for tlio con­
trol group since only three members of tliis group sought 
this tyjie of individual help. The total time used by the 
instructor in giving individual helji to these three mem­
bers of the contiol group was fifty minutes. It was men­
tioned lepeatedly in class sessions for the control group 
that this typo of indivi dual helj) was available. Unfor­
tunately, at least at the institution where this research 
was accomiilished, it is not unusual for students to ignore 
this source of individual ass isti'iiice.
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TABLE 10
SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL ASSISTANCE GIVEN TO 
MEMBERS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
BY THE CLASS INSTRUCTOR
Total number of student visits 45
Total amount of instructor time used 10 hours
Total number of the 29 members who sought 
this type of individual help




Average total time used by those sindents .,, . T 34 minutesseeking this tvpe of individual lie]})
The summary in Table 10 indicates tliat each indi­
vidual session held with members of the experimental group 
by the instructor aveiaged 13.5 mi n u t e s . For those 
l8 members of the cxpei'imenta3 gi'ouji of 29 students who 
sought this type of he] p the average totfil lime used dur­
ing the ei gh t -week ]ieriod was 34 minutes. The total time 
used by the insti'uctor foi' this pui'jiose was ten hours.
This institution, like many others, requires thii L each 
professor have five office hours scheduled each week foi 
the purpose of assisting individual students. Thus, there 
were a minimum of forty hours a va i lab I e for tliis purpose 
during the experimental jieriod. Tlie c o m b i n a t i o n  of the 
exper i men t a 1 and control grouji made uji two-thirds of the 
instructor's teaching load.
If is fcrlt by the researcher tluit sf.uflents recei verl
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a great deal of help during those individual sessions. Not 
only were course concepts discussed for the benefit of the 
student's understanding but also the instructor was given 
the opportunity to guide the student in his methods of 
study. In this way, the student's opportunities for 
learning were increased, which is an element of the model 
of student learning as described in Chapter II.
Stu lent Evaluation of the f ca j'u i ng Strate.ev
The data from the two foi'ins used for a student
evaluation of tlie experi mental strategy yielded information 
about how tlic student viewed tliis model. The first form 
was used to determine the attitude of the student to the 
expérimenta] method as compareil to othei methods to which 
he had been exjiosed. The entire form used for this purpose 
i s shown in A p p e n d i x  C . A summary of st udent respon­
ses to the items on this insti'ument is shown in Ttible 1 1 .
Uiidei' the column enti tied student responses, two rows of
data aie given for each of the fifteen items. Tlic first 
row indicates the number of students who chose that 
response and the second row of da ta indi c£t les the correspond­
ing per cent £ige of students who chose that; response.
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T A B L E  3 1
A T T I T U D E  T O W A U D  TH E  E X P E R I M E N T A L  S T R A T E G Y
Responses .
SD D U A SA S t a t e m e n t s
II 16 1 0 0 1 . Tliis method of instruction is very frus­
39 57 h 0 0 trating to me as a student.
0 1 3 16 8 2 . 1 would recommend tliis method to ma tlie-
0 h 11 57 29 matics tea clicrs for use in the j i' 
classes.
0 0 0 13 15 3. 1 would not object if this method of
0 0 0 46 54 instruction were used in this class for 
the entire semestei'.
12 16 0 0 0 4. This method of insti'uction is re.ally not












5. Tliis method did not arouse my interest.
0 0 3 20 7 6. 1 would recommend this method of instruc
0 0 4 71 25 lion for use in classes at other col­
leges and universities.
11 J7 0 0 0 7. 3 do not cat e for tliis method and 1
39 61 0 0 0 doulit if it .appeals to othei' students.
0 ]/| 4 8 2 8 . Ill i s method of instruction was extreme­
0 50 3 4 29 7 ly time-consuming.
G 20 2 0 0 9. It is difficult to give a favorah3 e
2] 71 7 0 0 I'oaction to this method of instruction.
0 3 1 16 8 lO. Ihi s is one of the better methods of
0 11 4 57 29 insti'uction to which 3 have been exposed
0 2 8 36 2 3 3 . This method pioved to be quite stimu­
0 7 29 57 7 lating and thought provoking
0 ] 5 36 6 12. 1 lilced this method of instruction very
0 h 3 8 57 21 much.
9 13 5 3 0 13. I won 1d never use this method of instruc
32 46 3 8 4 0 t i on if J w(;i'c teaching.
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TABLE 11 (Continued)
SD''“» ’" r ° A  SA Staten,ont»
0 1 4 l6 7 l 4 . This method of instruction should be
0 4 l4 57 25 used in more mathcniatics classes.
18 10 0 0 0 15. I thought this metliod was a complete
64 36 0 0 O waste of time.
The s e c o n d  form u s e d  to e v a l u a t e  s t u d e n t  relicti on 
sh o w n  in A p p e n d i x  D, was d e s i g n e d  to e v a l u a t e  the s p e c i f i c  
e l e m e n t s  of the e x p e r i m e n t a l  st r a t e g y .  The first item 
on tliis e v a l u a t i o n  was a I'cquest for each s t u d e n t  to 
e v a l u a t e  five of the major e l e m e n t s  of the s t r a t e g y .  Eac h 
e l e m e n t  w a s  to be r a n k e d  fi'om one to five wi th one i n d i ­
c a t i n g  that element which bad b e e n  of most value. The 
r a t i n g s  r e c e i v e d  w e r e  quite v a r i e d  but a s u m m a r y  wa s  
achi oved by a d d i n g  the ranks a s s i g n e d  to ca c b  element.
This s u m m a l y  is s h o w n  in T a b l e  12.
T A B L E  12
SU M jM A R Y  OE T H E  R A N K I N G  BY S T U D E N T S  01 FI V E  
E L E M E N T S  OE THE E X P E R I M E N T A L  S T R A T E G Y
R a n k  E lement
1 The i > r o g r e s s - q u i ( f o i ’inative test) for each unit.
2 3 he list of  o b j e c t i v e s  foi* oiicli unit.
3 111e h e l p  s e s s i o n s  w h i c h  ha v e  bee n a v a i l a b l e
4 The diagnostic sheet 10turiied with e.ich quiz.
5 the s e c o n d  cpiiz for e a c h  unit.
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T h e  s e c o n d  i t e m  w a s  a q u e s t i o n  of w h i c h  of the 
five e l e m e n t s  of the s t r a t e g y  c o u l d  be o m i t t e d  w i t h  the 
least e f f e c t  on s t u d e n t  m a s t e r y .  E v e n  witli t h e s e  i n s t r u c ­
tions e i g h t  of the 28 r e s p o n d e n t s  l i s t e d  " n o n e . "  The s u m ­
m a r y  o f  the rerv.aiîîiîîg e v a l u a t i o n s  y i e l d e d  r e s u l t s  w h i c h  
w e r e  c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h o s e  g i v e n  for q u e s t i o n  1,
The third item questioned whether that element 
wliich had been chosen as the one whose elimination would 
have the least effect on mastery shouJd actua11y bo dropped 
from the strategy. Every student agreed tliat no item should 
be e]i mi na ted. This was not a surprising response since 
each student was encouraged to complete all stejis in the 
learning strategy, but each student was ;ilso fully aware 
that the decision to com]il etc stej>s past the first foiiiia- 
t i ve tost was stjvictly voluntai'v. There were seveial 
suggestions that the second foi'iiiative test over each unit 
could be eliminated if this was replaced by a conference 
with the course instructor.
The final item on the evaluation of the learning 
strategy asked tbat each student, recommend addition.il 
methods which would i mprove the s ti a (egy. Slightly more 
than half of the students listed .at least one suggestion 
but many pertained to the pace of the course r.ather than 
to the 1 earni ng strategy. 'those suggestions whi ch did 
peri a in Io the strategy were; 1) Use class t i me to discuss 
the items of the list of course object i \ e s , 2 ) (li ve
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formative tests at more frequent intervals, cind 3 ) Make 
the second formative test over each unit an oral test given 
by the instructor.
A summary of the student evaluation of the experi­
mental method would indicate that with very few exceptions, 
the students found this method beneficial. In particular, 
item 6 of the summal'y shown in Table 11 indicates that 96 
per cent of the students in the experimental group would 
recommend this method for use in classes at other colleges 
and uni voi's i ties.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, I M P L I C A T I O N S ,  A N D  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S
Suiii!iiai-y
This study was conclue L<id at Indic'ina Univei sity of 
Pennsylvania, and involved two classes of mathematics 
majors enio]led in tlie course Mathematics 157, Analytic 
Geometi'y and Calculus I. The experimental period in wliicli 
this study was conducted was the first eight weeks of the 
spring semes t ei' , 1571 « The study was designed to provide*
euiswers to the following f oui' cpios t i ons :
] . Was thcj achievement of the expert mcuital group,
in which the leeuni ng s tra t egy was used, sig-
nificiuitly better than that of the conti'ol
group, as measuied by test results fiom the 
groups ?
2. Did the individu;»! members of the e x]ie r i me nt a 1 
gi'oup take ad va ntage of t be adclitional learning 
opportiini 1 i es jii'ovided?
3. Did the.* students of the expeii men t a 1 group seek 
more individual lic?lj> flom llici course insti'uctor 
than the students of the control grouji?
4 . Did the* st udents of the; experimental grouji
C.3
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evaluate this learning strategy as a desirable 
feature to be used in this course or in otlior 
courses ?
A list of specific objectives for the ejght-wcek 
period was prepared from the dcpai'tniental syllcibus for 
t)i3s course. Members of the expérimenta] gi'ou}i j'eceived 
copies of these objectives, broken down into eiglit separate 
units. Formative testing was used to imiicate the progress 
of individuals in the experimental group in mast ering 
stated objectives. The classi'oom instruction for the exper­
imental and control group was nearly identical, with the 
exception of the t'ormativc tests, and special sessions 
diiected by the graduate assistant to correct deficiencies 
indi ca ted by tlic foi'inative tests.
An achievement test was ]irepared from the list of 
sjiecifiod course objectives and Wfis used to coiiijiarc the 
achievement of the two gi'oups at the end of the experiment.il 
period.
Fi ndi ngs
Analysis of the results of the a cb ievemen t test 
indicate th.at members of (he exjior i mcntcil group achieved 
si gni fi cantl y better scores than the members of the conti'ol 
group.
Not evcj'y member of the cxpci'i men I a 1 group jmr- 
ticipatcîd fully in all of those aciivitif;s designed foi' the 
group to eiK ourage mas(cry of all coneep(s . Of the 29
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members of this group, three students did not take advan­
tage of the results of the formative tests and also did 
not attend sessions with the graduate assistant or seek 
individual help from the course instructor. Altliough no 
cnuse-effect relation can he inferred, these three students 
received tlie lowest three scores on the achievement test.
In general, the rcsuits indicate that nearly all students 
did pa it i ci pa t e in the experimental sti'ntegy-
The membei's of the exjier i menl a 1 group did seek 
much more help fi'om the classroom instructor outside of 
scheduled class sessions. The gi'aduate assistant was also 
available at specified Hours to aid individual memliers of 
the experimental group, but no student took advantage of 
this source of assistance. The fact that students did 
seek individual tutorial help seems to be in conflict with 
the results obtained by Bloom. lie staters: "We have
offered tutorial help as students desired it but so far 
students at the secondary or higher education level do not 
seek this type of help frequently."^
Students of the cxjieri men ta 1 group indicated a 
strong apprec i <'» t ion of the ex])er i men 11'» 1 method. At the 
end of the eight-week experimental peri od the students were 
surveyed for suggested clumges in method. livery member ot 
this e xpci'i menta 1 group re.icled jios i. i i vfvl y to the methods 
which were used, cUid (wi ch member reques ( nd that the
^Bloom, "learn i ng foi' M.jstery," p. lO.
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expcj'jmental strategy be extended to the remainder of 
the semester.
Although no records were maintained, it was clear 
to the instructor of these two sections that class attend­
ance hy membei'S of the experimental group was much higher 
tJian by members of the control group. Class attendance is 
not recpnred at the institution where tin's study was con­
ducted .
Students at 1 ndiana* Uni voi si ty of Pennsylvania 
have until appioximately the mi d die of the semester to 
wi thdj aw from any coui'se withoui jjcn.ilty. During this 
study, this date for official withdrawal occurred during 
the seventh week of the study, Hy that d.i t e two members 
of the conti’ol gi oup bad wi thdrawn. A check of the other 
six sect ions of tliis same course taught, during this same 
semester indicated that from one to thrive students had 
withdrawn from each. No member of the exjierimentfil group 
even discussed this possibility with the classroom instruc­
tor .
1 riml i Cci t i ons
The general implication fi'oin this study is that 
cxjiei'imental strategies based on the model foi’ school 
learning discussed in Chapt ei’ 11 do see m to have a place 
in insli’uct iona] methods.
Al though no spec i f i c ev i deuce i s a\ a i latil e , the 
lesea rchei’ found the geneia 1 .iltituih; of the exj»er i men la 1
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gr o u p  to b e  one wliich is quite desii'able in a n y  c l a ssroom.  
The s t u d e n t s  r e a l i z e d  th a t  the i n s t r u c t i o n a l  m e t h o d  was 
d e s i g n e d  n o t  just to p r e s e n t  r e l e v a n t  m a t e r i a l ,  but r a t h e r  
to g i v e  e v e r y  student the oppoi'tunity to m a s t e r  the sta t e d  
o b j e c t i v e s .  The e x p e r i m e n t a l  s t r a t e g y  s e e m e d  to f o s t e r  a 
c o o p e r a t i v e  spiri t a m o n g  m e m b e r s  of this group. Stu d e n t s  
were q u i t e  e a g e r  to w o r k  with g r o u p s  of f e l l o w  s t u d e n t s  in 
m a s t e r i n g  the course o b j e c t i v e s .
T h e  fact that s t u d e n t s  o f  the exjieri mental group  
wei'e m u c h  nioi’o c o n c e r n e d  witli s e e k i n g  i n d i v i d u a l  helji f r o m  
the c l a s s r o o m  i n s t r u c t o r  also sh o w s  that th o s e  stu d e n t s  
wei'c e a g e r  to take a d v a n t a g e  of a d d i t i o n a j  o p p o r t u n  i t i es 
for ] eai ning. -Since th i s  source of helji is near t y a l w a y s  
a v a i l a b l e ,  but s e l d o m  used, this e v i d e n c e  alone sug g e s t s  
a d i s t i n c t  a d v a n t a g e  of the exjier i m e n  t a 1 strategy.
A n  impei'tant feat in e of 1 be jiarticular Icai-ning 
s t r a t e g y  emjiloyod in th i s study is that li t t l e  or no change 
is r e q u i r e d  in the c 1a s s r o o m  met bo d s  us e d  by  the i n d i v i d u a l  
i nsti'uc t oj'. The el e m e n t  s of the s t r a t e g y  are d e s i g n e d  to 
f u n c t i o n  as  sujijil e m e n t  s to icgul ai' c l a s s r o o m  act i v i t i e s .
For t h i s  r e a s o n  , the s t la tegy coul rl be adojited wi t h o u t  
req u i j'cmen ts of r e t r a i n i n g  of i nst l u c t o r s  .
T h e  use of form.itive test ing jirovidcs i n f o r m a t i o n  
w h i c h  vwi.s not u t i l i z e d  in this s I Ufl y . This tyjie of jn ogres s 
t e s t i n g  y i e l d s  v a l u a b l e  f e e d b a c k  i n f o r m a t i o n  to bo t h  the 
t(!acher a n d  the s t u d e n t . Since one imjiorfant m e t h o d  of
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control in this investigation was the use of the same 
daily teaching methods in the classes for both groups, 
little oi no advcuitagc could be achieved fi'om this informa­
tion provided for the instructor. In subsequent use of 
this strategy, this information can bo used to suggest 
classroom activities which would be appropri ate for a 
large portion of the ci ass.
The experimental strategy used in this study could 
readily be adapted for use with mult i pie sections of the 
same course. Providing ;ippro])riate ] earni ng ojiportunities 
for students of several sections con Id be ciccompi i slied in 
a more efficient manner , both fi'om the view of the student 
and the instructor, tlian couid be accomnlisiied with the 
single cx])Ori menial group. Increasing the numJjer of instruc- 
toi's invoJved in this strategy should also provide addi­
tional suggestions for methods of offei ing even more learn­
ing opportunities to meet the needs of individual students.
Since the subjects of this study wore at best 
r cpiesent a t i ve of matliematics majors at Indiana University 
of Pennsy 1 vani fj then generalisation of these I'esults to 
other subject areas and to other institutions sliould be 
considered only with some caution. However, the over-all 
purpose of this study was not to show that this particular 
s i ra t egy c;»n be me c In* ni call y applied to otlu;r sitiuitions 
to produce? a pai'ticulaj' result, Hai)ic;r, the results of 
t.liis study would suggest the possi 1)i I i ty of oth(,*r but
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perhaps similar strategics which should be considered to help 
individual students accomplish specified learning tasks.
Recommendations for FurtlTor Siudv 
One recommendation for furtlier study must be that 
studies similar to this one be conducted in institutions 
which differ from this one in purpose and in student popu­
lation. The review of the litei-ature cited in this study 
suggests that investigations of tlic use of this strategy 
should not be restricted to a single subject area nor to 
higher education. A related recommendation is that a larger 
study of this type be conducted which would incJtido insti­
tutions of sevej'al types so that a more coiiiju'ehensive view 
of this metiiod could be ol>tained.
Immediate attention is needed to detei-mine the effect 
of tliis type of learning sti'alegy on student ;«ch i ever.ient in 
subsequent courses. An investigation could indicate whether' 
or not the increase in both expcctat i on c«nd persevei'ance 
developed by this strategy is carri ed over into future 
courses. A similar recommendation wou 1 d be to investig;rtc 
the possible effect the» t tiris s tratdgy could have on of her' 
courses in wlr i cli the stud ent is enrolled during the same 
semes ter.
Finally, thci'c is a great deal of research needed 
into the «affective results of a sti'alegy of mastei'y learning 
as Well as possible; ch,anges in the self-concept of students 
involved in such ,a progiam.
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APPENDJCES
APPENDIX A
Objectives for Mathematics 157 
Weeks 1-8
The following is a list of specific objectives to 
be accomplished in the first eight weeks of the course 
Math 157* These objectives are separated into eight units 
and are generally of three types : definitions, theorems,
and problems.
Every student is expected to be able to state each 
definition precisely and completely. A definition must be 
a statement which indicates both necessary and sufficient 
conditions.
All theorems which are encountered are of value in 
both theoretical work as well as in tlic solution of more 
practical pi'oblems. The goal for most of these theorems 
includes a complete and rigorous proof as well as general 
unders tcandi ng for purposes of applicc'i t i ons . I n many 
i nstances a geometric interpretation of tlie theorems will 
aid in understanding.
The thii'd category of objectives are those which 
involve appl i cat i on of the- definitions and theoiems. The 
specified prob1(ms are intended to bo reprcsenta ti ve of
7h
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possible problems from tliat unit. Clearly, only a sampling 
can be included. Emphasis must be on general understanding 
of prob]em types rather than on specific answers.
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Unit I
1. Give n description of the sets of numbers called: 
naturals, integers, rationals, leal and complex.
2. nofine: field, ordered field.
3. State those properties of a field which aie properties 
of tlio number system witli each of tlie sets of numliei s 
in #1.
4. Define: Interval (open, closed, lialf-ojien, and
inf ini t e ).
5. Define; the absolute value function.
6. Define: Nei ghboi'hood (including symmetric neighborhood
and deleted neighborhood).
7. Define: Intersection of sets, union of sets, subtrac­
tion of sets, ,'ind complement of sets.
8. Prove the following thcoi'ems on order where ,b , c ,d , 
are I'eal numbers,
i ) If a > b and b >• c then a > c. 
ii ) If a > b  then + c > b  i c.
iii) If a>-b lOnd c d then n + c > b  i d.
iv) If a 3» b and c > 0 t hen ac >  be .
V ) If a ^ b  and c < 0  then a c < b c .
vi ) If O c a  b and 0 < c c d then ac < bd .
vi i ) If O c a  <  b then l/;i >l/b.
viii) If 0 <  a < b  and n c N then a"< b".
9. find (lie solution set for cach of the following:
i ) 2x 4 3 > 4 and 3 x < 8  iii) 2 x < 7  or 2x > 9 - x
ii ) |x - 3I - 9 i V ) IX - 11 > 0
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Unit TI
1. Prove the following tlieoroms for all real numbers a 
and b :
a) |a I = 0  if and only if a = O.
b ) (a I =  l-al .
c ) =
d ) |abl - I a I I b I
e ) 11 a I - |b I I < (a + b | f  (a | + |b |
2. Prove : If c > 0  I lion jx | <  c if and only if -ccx«cc.
Also, If c:^0 then |x j ̂  c if and only if -Cî^x^c.
3. Develop the formula for the distance between two points
in R X R. Use the formula for several specific examples.
h. .State the geometric definition of .i circle, I)evc;lop
the equation for a circle with center at (h,k) and with 
l adi us r .
3. .State the de fini t ion of the "lope of a line. Develop
the formula for finding the slope of a line on the
po i lit s (Xj,Vj), (x^,y,,) where x^ / x^.
6. bet line have equation y m^^x + h^ and line 
have equa t i on y = m,,x i b^. Prove that:
a) bj II bg if and only if m^ = m ^ .
b) b^ _L b,j if and only if m^m^ - -1 .
7. bet line b be determined by points P - (1,-3) and 
Q - (-2,4).
a) find the s1 ope of lino b.
b) I'ind the length of the segment PQ.
c) find the midjioint of the segment PQ.
d) find the equation of the perpend i cn] ai' bisectoi'
of PQ.
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8 . Find the solution set of each of the following:
a) |2x - 7 I ̂ 4  d) - 3x - 4 > 0
b) b - 4x1 <5 7 e) </3x - 7 >2
c) b  - 2 x l > 9  f) Ix - 2 I >3 + |x - l|
9 . Sketch the graph of each of the following in R x R.
a) 3x - 4 > 8  d) jy - 2 | = |x + 31
b) |x + 2 I <  4 e) y - |x - 4 | = 13 - 2x|
c) y!$3x - 4 f ) |4 - 3x( ̂  y
Unit III
1. For each of the following, find the equation of a
lino satisfying the given conditions:
a) Slope equal -4 and on the point (-4,2).
b) Through the point (2,-3) and parallel to x = 3y - 7-
c) On the point (3,-7)»
d ) Through the points (31-7) and (2 ,5 ).
e) Througli tlie points ( a , 0) and ( 0 ,b ). 
f ) Perjiendi culai' to 7 - y = 3x.
g ) The pei'pcndi cui ar bisector of the segment from 
(-4,-2) to (3 ,9 ).
h ) On the points (3,-7) and (3,29).
2. State the definition of a paiaboi a . Include the 
dcfinivion of tlie focus, the directrix, the vortex, 
and the .ixis.
3. Find the equat ion for a parabola satisfying each of 
the following:
a) Vertex at the origin and focrs at (0,c).
b) Directrix y - -2 and focus at (4,4).
c) Focus at (2 ,3 ), distance from focus to directrix
Ofpial 3, and opening to the left.
d) Focus at (h+a,k) and directrix x = h - a.
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4 . Find the focus, directrix, vertex, and axis of the 
parabola defined by ceich of the following equations:
2 2a ) y  = x -  x c ) y  = 4 -  x -  x
2 2b ) y  - 4 = X 4 ^  d ) 5 - X = y + 3y
5. Define each of the following:
a) A relation from A into B, Include the definition of 
domain and rnnge.
b) A function from A into B.
c) A 1-1 function from A into B.
d) A function fiom A onto B.
e) The converse of a function fj'om A into B.
f) Tlie inverse of a function from A into B.
6 . F,ach of the following equations determines a function 
fi'om 1? into B. State the domain and range of each 
function. Det ermi ne v.iiethei' or not: each function is 
1-1. Also, find the equation foi the inverse function 
if the inverse exists.
a) f(x) = y/jj ^  c) h(x) ̂  x^ - 3x + 1
b) g(x) - (x^ - 4)/(x - 2 ) d) k(x) - 2 i 13 - x |
7. Define each of the following tyjies of spec i al func­
tions :
a) Constant function.
b) hi near funct i on.
c) A polynomia] {'unction. Inclurle a definition of the 
degi ee.
d) A rational function.
e) An algebraic function.
f) A ti'.'inscenden t a 1 function.
8o
Unit IV
1 . Sketch the graph of each of the following polynomial 
functions :
a) f(x) = (x-l)^(x+2 )^ c) H(x) = x(x^-l)(x^-4)
b) g(x) = x^(2-x) d) K(x) = (l-x)^(l+x)^
2. Let f(x) = 3x^ - 4, g(x) ~ 3 - 7x, and H(x) = -\/x 1 • 
Complete :
a ) ( f » g ) ( x ) =  d ) ( f ® g ) ( x ) =
b) (f+g)(x) - e ) (HOf)(x) =
c) (H°g)(x) = f) (g ^of)(x) =
3. Let f and g be functions from R into R. Define f°g.
4. Sketch the graph of y = 3x + l/(x-l).
5. State tlie neighborhood definition of the limit.
6 . Prove that the neighborhood definition of the limit 
and the (  ̂ , I ) definition of the limit arc equivalent.
7. Determine the following limits:
a) limit (x^ - 3x + 4) c) limit l/x
X -»3 x-*0
b) limit (x-3 ) d) limit (x^ - 4)/(x+2 )
x -^2 x -*-2
Unit V
]. Use the definition of limit to prove: limit (3x-l) = 5
x-#'2
2 . Prove each of the following theorems :
a) If f(x) = mx + b then limit f(x) = ma + b
x-^ a
b) If N* is a deleted nei gliborbood of a and f(x) -- 
g(x) for all X  in N* tlien f has a limit at a if 
and only if g bas a limit at a. Moicover, when 
these limits exist tliey are equal.
c) limit ] /x - 1 /a foi' a / 0 
X o
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d) limit ->/x = n/a for a >-O 
X  a
e) If limit f(x) = L=^ 0 thon there is a deleted neigh-
x-v a
borhood N* of a such that f (x )> O for ail x in N * .
f) If limit f(x) - L and g(x) = kf(x) then limit g(x)
X  a X — - a
" kL,
3. State the definition for continuity of a function at 
a point.
4. State t lie theorems for the sum, difference, product, 
and quotient for limits of functions. Also state the 
similar theoiems i or when one function has a finite 
limit and the other has an infinite limit.
5. Pj'ovo that a function which is continuous at a also 
has a limit there.
6 . Prove that a jioJynomial function is continuous on all
of n.
7. Prove that a I'ational funci ion is c o n t i n u o u s  on its 
doma in.
8 . Pind the set on which each of the following is contin­
uous :
a) f(x) ■- (x^ - 4)/(x + 2) c) JI(x) - 3 / ^
h) g(x) - x'̂  - 4 d ) K ( x ) - ( x - l ) / ( x ‘” -^j)
9 . hefi no each of the follow!ng:
a) limit f (x ) = L h ) limit g(x) - h
+  -  X-*- a x-»-a
10. Pi'ove that limit f'(x) - L if and only if limit f(x) - L ai
limit f(x) - L.
X — ii
11. Prove that the following limits do not exist,.
a) limit l/(x-2 ) b) limit (x^-1 )/x-1
X  2 X 1
12 .
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Define each of the following:
a) limit f(x) = o>
+x-*-a
b ) limit f (x) = «> 
x-«- a
13. Dctcrinino the following:
a) limit l/(x-2) 
x _^2 +
h ) limit (x^ - X - 2 )/{x-2) 
X — *- 2 ^
c) limit g(x) = -w 
+b






l4. U h c  the ( t , Î ) definition for the limit to prove
a) limit (2x - 7) - -1 
X  — »3
h) limit (3 - 2x) = 7
c) limit (x - 3x + 5 ) = 3 
x-*-l
Uni t V3
1. Define c.uli of the following:
lia ) limit f(x ) 
x -► ÇO
b) limit g(x) b
X -*■ — 0 0
2. State tlic dc'finition of lior i xon t,i 1 and vertical
a.symjitol es .
3. Find the ecpia lions of the fisymjjtote.s and sketch the grajili
a) f(x) x"/(2 - x) c) h(x) - 3x‘“ - x
b) g( X ) - 3x/( 4 + >;-) d) k(x) - 2/(x^ - 9 )
4. Ih'ove each of the following limit theorems:
a) It 1 i mi t t(x) -- A and limit g(x) - D then limit 
x -V a X a x-*-a
( f + g ) ( X ) r. A 4 I I
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b) If limit f(x) = A and limit g(x) = B then
X —*a x-^a
limit (f-g)(x) = A-B 
x-^a
c) Limit f(x) = L if and only if limit[f(x) — l ]- O,
X 9. X —♦9̂
d) If limit f(x) - A and limit g(x) = 0 then
X -<-a X — a
limit (f»g)(x) = 0 .
X — a
e ) If limit f(x) = A and limit g(x) = B then
X — a x-»-a
limit (f»g)(x) = AB. 
x ^ a
f ) If limit f(x) = A, limit g(x) = B and g is nonzero
X — a X — a
in some deleted neighborhood of a then
limit (f/g)(x) = A/B.
X —►a
Prove; If f is continuous at b and limit g(x) = b
X —-a
then limit (f°g)(x) = f [limit g(x)] = f(b)
X —i-a X — a
Prove each of the following:
a) If f and g are continuous at a then f+g, g-f, and
f»g are continuous at a.
b) If f and g are continuous at a and g is nonzero on
some deleted neighborhood of a then f/g is continuous
at a .
c) If f is continuous at a and g is continuous at f(a) 
then gOf is continuous at a.
Find each of the following limits. Prove that each 
answer is correct by referring to the appropriate limit 
t heorems.
a) limit (x^ - 3x + 7 )
X --►2
b) limit (x^ - 4)/(X — 2 )
X -»-2
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■=>  ̂ ^2
d) limit V x  - 7/(x^ - 9 + l/x)
X-
Unit VIT
]. State the derinition of the derivative of a function.
2. State the definition of the derivative of a function 
at x-a. What does it mean to say that f is differcn- 
liable at x=a?
3. State t)ie definition of n tangent, line to the graph 
of a function,
4. Prove; If f is differentiable at x-a tlicn f is con­
tinuous at x-a.
5. Use tlic definition to determine the derivative of 
each of the folloKing at the indicated point. Also 
find the eipia t i on of the tangent line and the noi'iiial 
at this poinI.
a) f(x)  ̂3x" - 2 (1,1)
b) g(x) = 3 - x^ (1,2)
c) II ( X ) - x/(l-x) (2,-2)
6 . Use the definition to determine the deivivative of 
each of the following :
a) f(x) = X - 4 c ) g ( x ) = 3 - x ^
b ) g ( x ) = 7  d ) h(x) - l/(x-3)
7. Pro\ c each of the following':
a) If f(x) - k then Df(x) - O.
b) If f(X ) - X then Uf(x) - 1.
c) If f and g iiro dif feren t i able a t a then U(f^g)(a)
= Df(ii) + f)g(a) and l)( f-g ) ( a ) = I)f(a) - Ug( a ) ,
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Unit VIII
1. Prove each of the following;
a) If f and g are differentiable at a then D(f*g)(a) -
f(a)Dg(a) + g(a)Df(a).
b) If f and g are differen Liable at a and g is non­
zero on a deleted nei gliborbood of a then D(f/g)(a) =
g(a)Df(a )-f(a )Ug(a) /g(a)^
2. State the cliain rule for the dérivâti ve of f^g at a.
3. Use the différentiation foxnmlas to find the deriva­
tive of each of the following;
a) f(x) z. - 7x^ + 6x + 7
b) g(x) - (x^ - ])^
c) iKx) - (2 - x^)(l-l/x)
d) k(x) - ( 3 - ^Jx)/(2x - l)
o) F(x)  ̂ / I 3
V ( x ^  - 1 )
f ) C,(x) -- (xil)(2x - 1 )( 3 + /|x)
g )  h (  X  ) - -v^( x - 7  )
h )  K(x) :: X^ I X^-4 I
APPENDIX D
PART I OF THE ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
FIRST EXAMINATION MATH J57
CAECUEUS I
1. Del ermine Khctlier oacli oi' the followi ng is tj'vie or 
false.
a) Every rca ] nunihei' Ciiii he express ed in the form p/q
wliere p and q a: c integers.
h ) ( 3 Î 7 )\ j s ft deloled ne iglihorhoocl of 4 .
c) (4,8) is a symmetric nei glihortiood of G.
d) ( 3 1 3] 0 [2 ,5 ) i s a lie i ghl)oriiooil of 4.
2. Eel P he tlie point with coord i na les (-2,5) and Q l>e
the iioint with cooi'di iiiit es (3,-4).
a) Find the length of segment PQ.
b) Find the cooidi nates of the midpoint of segment PQ.
c) Find the si ope of the line t h rough P find Q.
d) Find the slojic of a line pei'jiendiculaj' to the 1 i ne
on P and (Z.
3. Sol \ o eftch of t he following. State your answer fis a
set find sketch the gr.ipli in R x R.
a) |3x - 7|< 5 b) |4 - x| >3
4. a) Fi nd the equation of fi circle with cent ei (2,1)
find radi us 3»
b) Find the center find radius of .1 circlt: with equa t i on
2X 4 2 X + y 1 4 y - 4
8 G
8 7
25. Given a p;u'nbo3a vitli equation y - 3 - x - x, find 
each of the following:
a) The focus c) The equation of the directrix
b) The vertex d) The equation of the axis
6. State the range and domain of each of the following
functi o n s :
a) f(x) - ^2 b) g(x) = 2 + 13 - 2x|
2 'i7. Sketch tlie graph of f(x) - x (x-l)(x + 2)
8. bet f^and g be de T i nod by f(x) - 3x - 7 and g(x) =
7 - x'̂ , Find the etpmtion which defines each of the
followi n g :
a) fig b) f  ̂ c ) f«g d) f/g
9. Let F be .jii order(.*rl field. Coiiijjlete the definition:
If a and b aie in F i hen a > b if and only i f ,  « .
10. Pi'ove : if a,b,c,d are real numl>ers wi Ih a > b and
c d then a i c i» b i d . Do not use any previous thcoiems. 
I’j'ovc this from the basic definitions of oi'deied 
fieid and " >
SECOND EXAMINATION CALCULUS 1 MATH ] 97
1. Stale the ( C , | ) definition of limit g (x) - B
X-* c
2. Compl ete the definition: iii e function g is continuous
at X “b if and only if . . .
3. a) Supjiose that limit f(x) = - c» and 1 i mi t g(x) = -A .
+ +
kiiat does this imply about limit f(x)g(x) ?
x-v a
b) Suppose that limit [f ( x ) g ( x ) ] exists. \vlia (. docs
X -> a
this imply aliout limit, f(x) and 1 i m i t. g(x)?
X — Vcl X —v-fl
4. I i nd the equa I i ons of all asyiiqit ot (is of the gi aph of 
f(x) - x/(2x-3 ),
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5. Suppose that f and g are both continuous at a. Provo 
that the function f-g is also continuous at a. (You 
may use the limit theorems in this proof.)
^ ' Let f(x) = ^ . Find limit f(x). Prove tliat
X  - 4 X  -^2
your answer is correct by referring to the appropriate 
limit theorems.
7 . Find the dei i vati ve of the function f(x) - l/(x-2 )
II of tJie der i va t i ve . Siiow
8 . Prove that the function f(x) - |x-lI is not differen-
9.
by ajipl yin g i he dof ini t
all steps.
c   
t iable at x = l .
Find the do: i va t i ve of
a ) f ( X  ) - *')(x- - 1 )^
b) h ( X ) - (3-Ax )/(2 x-1 )
c ) i ( X  ) = y  x" — ]
d) G ( X  ) = 2 1 2 X 1 X - h 1
10. Use 1 he definition of Jimii to jjj'ove that limit ( 4 x - 3 ) = 5
X —^2
APPENDIX C
ATTITUDE SCALE USED WITH EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
As  p a r t  o f  a  r e s e a r c h  s t u d y  o f  i n n o v a t i o n s  i n  
t o a c J i i n . c ;  s t r a t e g y ,  y o u  a r e  a s k e d  t o  e x p r e s s  y o u r  r e a l  
o p i n i o n s  a b o u t  m e t h o d s  u s e d  i n  t h i s  c l a s s .  Do  n o t  p u t  
y o u r  n a m e  o n  t l i i  s  s u r v e y .  No o n e  w i l l  k n o w  w h i c h  r e s p o n s e s  
a r e  y o u r s .  A s u m m a r y  o f  a l l  r e s p o n s e s  w i l l  b e  u s e d  b y  t l i e  
t e a c h e i '  i n  p l a n n i n g  f u t u r e  c l a s s e s .  U s e  p e n  o i '  p e n c i l  t o  
c o m p l e t e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :
Date  Teachei'____________________________
C o u r s e  N o .  C o u r s e  T i  ( l o
A t t i t u d e s  t o w a r d  t h e _________________________M t ; t h o d  o f  I n s t r u c t i o n
C i r c l e  c u r r e n t  a c a d e m i  c  s t a t u s
F r e s h m a n  S o p h o m o r e  J u n i o r  S e n i o r
D i r e c t i o n s :  E a c h  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s t a t e m e n t s  r e j i r c -
s e n t s  <i s t u d e n t  ' s  a t t i t u d e  t o w a i ' d  t h e  
a L o v e  m e t h o d  o f  i u s  I r i !  c  t  i o n  . I f  y o u  
s t  r o n g l v  d i s . a . v i  pf;  w I t.Ii t h e  s t  u d e n t  
a t t i t u d e ,  c i r c l e  SD a t  t h e  l e f t  o f  t  h(;  
i t e m .  I f  y o u  d i s a y rec? . c i r c l e  D.  I t  
y o u  a r e  u n d e c i  d e d  , c i r c l e  U.  I f  y o u  
s t r o n . o l v  a y r e e  , c i r c l e  S A .
C o n s i d e r  e;»c] i  i  t  e m c a r e f u l l y .  Do n o t  l e t i v e  
a n y  i t e m  b l . a n k .  C h o o s e  t h e  r e s p o n s e  c l o s e s t  t o  
y o u r  o p i n i o n .
R e m e m b e r  : SD m e a n s  y o u  s t r o n g l y  d i s a g r e e ;  D m e a n s
y o u  d i s a g r e e ;  U m c f i n s  y o u  . a i ' e  u n d e c i d e d ;
A me . ' i n s  y o u  a g t ' ( ; e  ; SA m e , * u s  y o u  s t i ' o n g l y  
agree .
SD I) U A SA 1 .  T h i s  m e t h o d  o f  i n s t r u c t i o n  i s  v e r y  f r u s t r t i t -
i n g  I ' o r  me ,' is a  s  t  u d e n t  .
SI) D U A SA 2 .  1 w o u l d  r e c o m m c u i d  t h i s  m e t h o d  t o  m a t h e ­
m a t i c s  t c ; i  c h e r s  f o i '  u s e  i n  t h e i i '  c l a s s e s .
SD D U A SA 3» ]  w o u l d  n o t  o b j e c t  i f  ( h i s  m e t h o d  o f
i n s  t 1 u c  t i  o n  w( u- e  u s e d  i n  t h i s  c l a s s  f o r  
t h e  e n t i r e  s e i i u ' s t e r .
SD D II A SA 4 .  ' t h i s  m e t h o d  o f  i n s t r u c t  i o n  i s  I ' c a l l y  n o t
v e i ' y  s u i t a b l e  f o r  w o r k  a  t  t h i s  g r a d e  l e v c s l .
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APPENDIX C (Conti luied)
SD D U A SA 5 ,  T h i s  me  t i i o d  d i d  n o t  a r o u s e  my i n t e r e s t .
SD D U A SA 6 .  J  w o u l d  r e c o m m e n d  t h i s  m e t h o d  o f  i n s t r u c -
t i o n  f o i  u s e  i n  c l a s s e s  a t  o t i i e r  c o l l e g e s  
a n d  u n i v e r s i t i e s .
SD D U A SA 7 .  1 d o  n o t  c a r e  f o r  t h i s  m e t h o d  a n d  1 d o u b t
i f  i t  a p p e a l s  t o  o i l i e r  s t u d e n t s .
SD D U A SA 8 .  T h i s  m e t l i o d  o f  i n s l i ' u c t i o n  w a s  e x t r e m e l y
t i m e  c o n s u m i n g .
SD D Ü A SA 9»  i t  i s  d i f f i c u l I  t o  g i v e  a  f a v o r a b l e  r e a c ­
t i o n  t o  t h i  s  m e t h o d  o f  i n s  t i ' u c t i o n .
SD I) U A SA 3 0 .  T i n ' s  i s  o n e  o f  t h e  n e i  t e r  m e t h o d s  o f
i  n s  t i n  c  t  i o n  t o  w h i c h  1 h a v e  l i e  o n  e x p o s e d .
SD I) U A SA 1 1 .  T h i s  m e t h o d  j i r o v e d  t o  b e  c p i i t e  s t i m u l a t i n g
a n d  t h o u g h t  p r o v o k i n g .
SD D U A SA 1 2 .  3 l i l v e d  t h i s  m e t h o d  o f  i n s t r u c t i o n  v e r y
mu cb.
SD D IJ A SA 3 3» 1 w o n  3 d n e v e r  n s  e  t . h i s  m e t h o d  o f  i n s t r u c ­
t i o n  i f  J w e r e  t e ; i c h i n g .
SD D U A SA 37i . 1 h  i  s  m e t h o d  o f  i n s t i ' u c t i o n  s h o u l d  l i e  u s e d
i n  m o r e  ma t h e m a l i e s  c l a s s e s .
SD D U A SA 1 9 .  1 t h o u g h t  t h i s  m e t h o d  o f  i n s t r u c t i o n  w a s
a  comple ( e wa s  i e of t i  me.
A P P E N D I X  D
E V AL U AT I ON S H E E T  EOR THE E X P E R I ME NT AL  S TRATEGY
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  q u e s t i o n s  r e l a t e  t o  t h e  s p e c i a l  
s t r a t e g y  w h i c h  w e  h a v e  b e e n  u s i n g  f o r  t h e s e  f i r s t  e i g h t  
w e e k s  o f  t h i  s  c o u r s e ,  M a t h  1 5 7 .  F o r  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  e v a l u ­
a t i o n  o f  t h i s  i n e t h o f l  1 w o u l d  a p p i ’e c i a t e  y o u r  h o n e s t  a n s w e r s  
t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  q u e s t i o n s .
1 .  C o n s i d e r  t l i e  f o l l o w i n g  f i v e  e l e m e n t s  w h i c h  w e  h a v e  b e e n
u s i n g  i n  t h i s  c o u i ' s c .  R a n k  t h e s e  f i v e  e l e m e n t s  1 , 2  , 3 , 4 , 5 
w i t h  " 1 "  i n d i c a t i n g  t h e  e l e m e n t  w h i c h  y o u  f e e l  h a s  h e e n
m o s t  b e n e f i c i a l  a n d  " 5 "  i n d i c a t i n g  t h e  e l e m e n t  w h i c h  h a s
b e e n  o f  l e a s t  v a l u e .
________ ,a ) L i s t  o f  o b  j e c  t  i v o s  f o i '  e a c h  u n i t ,
________ b )  T h e  j u ' o g i ' c s  s - q u  i z  f o r  e . i c h  u n i t .
________ c )  T h e  d i  « a g n o s t i c  s h e e t  r e l u m e d  w i t h  e a c h  q u i z .
________ d )  T h e  s e c o n d  (pi  i  z  f o i '  e a  c h  u n i t .
________ e )  T h e  Ji e 1 p - s e s s i o n s  wJi i  c h  l i avc '  b e e n  a v a i  l a b l e ; .
2 .  \\di i c h  o f  t h e  a b o \  c; e l e u i i e n t s  d o  y o u  t h i n k  c o u l d  b e  
e l i m i n a t e d  w i t h  t h e  l e a s t  < ; f f e c t  o n  m a s t ( ; r y 7
3. Do you recommend the elimination of the item mentioned 
in #2 abo\e? Ibi e f ly comme; nt on why or wiiy not.
4. Wlia t add i t ional me t hods would you recommend to improve 
the sli'citegy?
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